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Claim by NARTE Questioned
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... The SBE and the
NAB have questioned an announcement
placed by the National Association of
Radio and Telecommunications Engineers ( NARTE) that claims the FCC has

Suit Alleges
Death by RER
by Alex Zavistovich
Prestonsburg KY ... Continental
Electronics and its subsidiary, Collins
Radio, have been named defendants
in asuit filed by the wife of aradio
technician who died of leukemia.
The complaint, filed 1May on behalf of Marie Lafferty in Kentucky's
Floyd Circuit Court, maintained that
Collins Radio, manufacturer of an FM
transmitter, did not warn William
Lafferty of possible hazards of prolonged exposure to radio frequency
radiation ( RFR).
Mrs. Lafferty's attorney, C. V. Reynolds, claimed in the suit that the Collins antenna and transmitter had a "latent defect" and lacked safeguards
against exposure to high levels of RFR.
Continental would not comment.
William Lafferty was employed for
22 years as a radio engineer for
WDOC Inc., of Prestonsburg, KY.
Lafferty was frequently required to
climb the transmitter tower for routine
maintenance, the suit alleges. Occasionally, he worked on the tower while
the 100 kW station was broadcasting.
On 11 August 1983, at age 41, Lafferty died of acute myelomonocytic
leukemia. According to the complaint, he had been experiencing a
"burning or boiling sensation internally and on the surface of his skin."
The document contends that this
form of leukemia is "known in the
medical profession to result from ex,posure to high quantities of RF radiation."
Dr. Charlotte Silverman, of the National Center for Devices and
Radiological Health, disagreed. She
noted that, although studies to that
end have been conducted, "a causeand-effect relationship hasn't been
,established."
The suit, which calls for at least
$10,000 for punitive damages, mental suffering, and other injuries, has
been removed to the U.S. District
Court for the eastern district of
Kentucky.

"authorized" it to test and certify engineers.
The NARTE announcement in question appeared in arecent SBE Bulletin for
the Baltimore chapter. NARTE, in reference to its grandfathered deadline for
engineering certification without an
examination, said the FCC "has authorized organizations such as NARTE to institute testing and certification programs."
The grandfathering period was originally to expire on 31 December 1985, but
was extended to 31 July 1986.
Both SBE President Richard Rudman
and NAB Engineer Ben Crutchfield said
NARTE should not have used the word
"authorize" in the announcement.
Rudman said the announcement

created "credibility problems." The Commission, he added, has not authorized
any engineering certification programs.
He called the NARTE announcement
"misleading."
NARTE gave the impression that the
program, or other certification programs, have somehow been approved or
recommended by the Commission,
Crutchfield said. "The FCC conveys no
authority in the testing programs."
NARTE responds
"This is the first time I've heard those
complaints," said NARTE President Ray
Thrower. He added that no officials from
the SBE or the NAB have contacted him
about it, although SBE President Richard
Rudman told Radio World that SBE

would send aletter to NARTE.
Thrower defended the NARTE announcement by maintaining that the
FCC "authorized avariety" of organizations to perform certification activities.
He stressed that the NARTE announcement did not say that the Commission had "approved or recommended" any particular certification program,
including NARTE's.
"We have heard from anumber of SBE
members who are interested in the
NARTE certification, but none of them
have mentioned the announcement,"
Thrower added. The SBE also provides
an engineering certification program.
However, Commission officials view
the use of the word "authorized" differ(continued on page 2)

FCC Dismisses Kahn Complaint
Washington DC ... The FCC Office of
Engineering and Technology (OET) formally announced its decision 18 July to
dismiss acomplaint filed by Kahn Communications Inc. (KCI), which alleged
that the C-QUAMTm AM stereo system
created adjacent channel interference.
While Motorola said it was pleased
with the decision, KCI President Leonard
Kahn would not comment on the FCC's
action. However, an industry souce indicated that Kahn will appeal the OET's

decision to the FCC commissioners.
Kahn reportedly questioned why the
FCC investigation did not rely on 'scientific' laboratory tests, instead of field
tests.
A Motorola spokesman, who did not
want to be identified, said that he was
"pleased" with the FCC's decision. He
characterized KCI's complaint as being
"without merit."
The Commission's decision, the
spokesman said, validated and reinforc-

New 35 kW FM Power
From A Proven Winner

ed Motorola's C-QUAM system in that
the system's FCC type acceptance was
shown to be valid, and that not one of
the 23 C-QUAM stations field tested by
the FCC violated the Commission's spectrum occupancy rules.
Details not available
FCC officials, including OET Chief
Thomas Stanley, would not reveal details about the field tests, including information about which C-QUAM equipment licensees ( Broadcast Electronics,
Harris Corp., TFT Inc., and Delta Electronics) were involved. The tests were
conducted by the FCC's Field Operations
Bureau ( FOB).
(continued on page 7)
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Continental's New Type 816R-5 is ahigh performance FM transmitter that uses the Type
802A exciter to deliver acrisp, clean signal.
The power amplifier uses an EIMAC

The 81bR-5 is an outgrowth of Continental's
popular 816R Series of 10, 20, 25 and 27.5 kW
FM transmitters. It uses husky components
and is built to give many years of reliable,

9019/YCI30 Tetrode specially designed for
Continental. to meet stringent FM service
requirements at 35kW.

dependable service.
For brochure and operating data, call 12141
381-7161. Continental Electronics, aDivision
of Varian Assoc., Inc. PO Box 270879 Dallas,
Texas 75227.
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NAWINPR Oppose Moody Stance
by Alex Zavistovich
Washington DC ... In recently filed
comments, the NAB and National Public
Radio ( NPR) have urged the FCC not to
allow noncommercial FM translators to
be program fed by satellite or land-based
microwave.
The proposed modifications to the
FCC translator rules are " contrary to
legitimate Commission concerns over its
administration of its limited resources,
long-established radio allocations policy
and the public interest," the NAB said.
The association also cited FM interference to TV Channel 6and the possible
impeded growth of full- service noncommercial radio stations as objections to the
proposed expansion.
The Moody Bible Institute ( MBI) of
Chicago petitioned the FCC in October
1985 to program feed its noncommercial
translators by satellite, rather than using
the direct broadcast over-the-air signal.
On 13 April 1986, the FCC adopted a
Notice of Proposed Rule Making, to
adopt the MBI modifications. The proposal would limit authorization to translators assigned to noncommercial educational stations in channels 200-220 owned and operated by the parent station.
MBI said it believes public interest
"mandates the expansion of the uses of
noncommercial FM translators by noncommercial FM licensees" to "increase the
diversity of aural programming services."
NAB pointed out that the FCC has
long been concerned with the protection
of TV Channel 6 from noncommercial
educational FM broadcast interference.
Although the FCC's concerns applied
specifically to full-service, noncommercial educational FM stations with an ERP
greater than or equal to 100 W, NAB
claimed that significant interference is also
produced by "every translator at or within the Channel 6Grade B service area."
Using the example of an FM translator
in the 88-92 MHz band operating within
the Grade Bcontour of aChannel 6station, the NAB held that a10 W translator
could produce an interference area of
some 50 square miles. A 1W translator's
interference area would be approximately 20 square miles.
These interference areas are " particularly objectionable," NAB maintained,
because the predicted service areas of a

10 W and a1W translator "would be only 21 square miles and 7square miles,
respectively."
National Public Radio ( NPR) added
that translators removed from their primary station, as under the MBI petition,
might not be monitored adequately to assure the FCC of noninterference.
Broadcasters are also concerned about

the growth of full-service FM stations.
NPR stressed that FM translator service should be auxiliary— it should "supplement, not supplant" full-service radio.
NPR pointed out that, unlike applicants for full-service licenses, applicants
for translator licenses do not have to
demonstrate their financial and personal
(continued on page 20)

NARTE Claim Examined
(continued from page 1)
ently. FCC Engineering Policy Branch
Assistant Chief John Reiser said
NARTE's use of the word was inaccurate.
FCC objection explained
He pointed to aJanuary 1986 letter he
sent to RW, in reference to aNovember
1985 story concerning NARTE, in which
he said: "The FCC does not issue authorizations to organizations to conduct commercial radio operator or service technician examinations or to issue operator
certificates."
"An authorization," Reiser added, " implies the holding of some legal instrument
permitting the holder to engage in certain
activities under specified conditions."
The FCC "endorses" the concept of industry-backed engineer certification programs, but does not "endorse" specific
programs, or "authorize" any of them,
he said.
The Commission's decision to turn
over the certification program to the industry was contained in a May 1984
order, which was part of FCC docket
GEN 83-322.
Reiser added that FCC has not informed NARTE of the wording in the announcement because the Commission
had not received any formal complaints
about the practice.
Grandfather deadline
In arelated matter, Thrower said that
despite the 31 July deadline for engineers
to obtain NARTE certification without
taking an examination, engineers can still
be certified without atest via NARTEaffiliated .corporate certification programs through the end of 1986.
While NARTE itself can no longer offer the test- free certifications after the ex-

• SCANS 8 BAL INPUTS
• 5 RANGE LED METER
• VU. AVG & PPM RESPONSE

tended deadline, Thrower indicated that
program is "still open" to engineers who
apply through acorporation that offers
acertification program under NARTE's
guidance.
"I know that there will be some engineers, who ( may) have been in the industry 30 years, who won't hear about
the ( exam-free) certification until it's too
late," he said.
While the FCC has issued public notices on the certification policy, Thrower
said the notification efforts do not always
reach all the engineers, particularly in
small towns and rural areas.
While he reported a "nice tidal wave"
of certification applications just before
the 31 July deadline, Thrower maintained that NARTE has " to close the door
sometime, and this is it. We're not trying
to be punitive."
For more information, contact
NARTE at 503-581-3336.
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Editions Discontinued
Due to budgetary constraints, the
FCC said it has been unable to produce current editions of the loose-leaf
version of its rules and regulations.
The previously available volumes
were current as of October 1982, except for Volume I, which was updated
through September 1985.
While the 1982 editions have been
discontinued, the FCC said that the
"current status of any of the Commission's rules may be determined by obtaining a copy of the appropriate
book in Title 47 of the October 1985
edition of the Code of Federal Regulations," which is available from the
Government Printing Office.
Broadcasters can keep up to date on
the rules by using the annual federal
regulations code book in conjunction
with the current edition of the monthly rules index, which is called "LSA—
List of Sections Affected," the Commission said.
The FCC added that it plans to continue printing aloose-leaf version of
its rules "when possible."
For more information, contact
Ronald Jackson at 202-632-4178.
McNaughten Retires
The FCC announced that Neal
McNaughten, a radio industry veteran for almost 60 years, has "officially" retired.
McNaughten's career dates back to
the 1930s, when he was CE at several
Colorado stations. In 1939, he joined
the FCC's Office of Engineering.
Since then he has worked with the
Radio Intelligence Division, been an
aide to acommissioner, and participated in many CCIR activities.
In the 1940s and 50s, he held positions in the engineering department of
the National Association of Radio and
Television Broadcasters ( now NAB).
McNaughten returned to the FCC
in the 1960s. In the 1980s, he moved
to the Office of Science and
Technology, now the Office of
Engineering and Technology.
McNaughten plans to work parttime to represent the US in international communications forums.
For more information, contact the
FCC's news media information office
at 202-254-7674.
Broadcast Station Totals
For the first time there are more
than 10,000 radio stations in the US,
according to the FCC's latest broadcast station total figures as of 30 June.
The Commission said there are
5,170 FM stations, 1,247 of those noncommercial, and 4,839 AM stations.
The figures also indicated that there
were 1,672 TV stations.
For more information, contact the
FCC news media information office at
202-254-7674.
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Southwest Allowed 110% Mod
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... The FCC has deleted its rule prohibiting FM stations
within 200 miles of the Mexican border
to operate with modulation levels up to
110% when utilizing subcarriers ( SCAs).
The Commission deleted its note to
Rule Section 73.1580 ( b)(2)(ii) that, according to the NAB, "limited ( the) technical flexibility" of FM stations in the
Southwest.

The 15 July ruling was contained in an
FCC order containing awide variety of
"oversight" rule changes.
The change was made "so that SCA
operations in the Mexican border area
can be conducted on the same basis as
elsewhere in the US," the Commission
said.
FCC Engineering Policy Branch Assistant Chief John Reiser said the Commission had been getting "lots of calls" from
stations in cities within the zone, such as

for SCA operations.
Mike Callaghan, KIIS-AM/FM CE,
Los Angeles, said the rule change will allow FMs operating with subcarriers in
the southwest US to sound as loud as
FMs operating without subcarriers.
According to NAB Engineer Ralph
Justus, all FMs operating without subcarriers are limited to a100% modulation
level. Several years ago NAB petitioned
the FCC to allow FMs using subcarriers
to modulate as high as 110% to compensate for the subcarrier modulation.
However, because of an agreement
with Mexico, stations within 200 miles
of the border had been exempted from
the rule change, Justus said.
The new order was scheduled to take
effect upon its publication in the federal
register, which was to take place in late
July, FCC officials said.
For more information, contact John
Reiser at the FCC, 202-632-9660, or the
NAB Science and Technology Office:

San Diego, Los Angeles and Tucson, that
wanted to add subcarrier operations, but
would not because of the modulation
restrictions.
The restrictions had been instituted to
comply with international broadcasting
agreements with Mexico, according to
FCC Attorney Jonathan David.
However, the FCC said that, after "ongoing negotiations with Mexico, it became clear that it was no longer necessary to retain the modulation restriction"

Final Mexican Accord Pending
Washington DC ... FCC officials are
hopeful that the final AM broadcasting
agreement with Mexico can be signed by
the end of August. Once signed, daytimers on the seven Mexican clear channels will be able to add nighttime operations, while many other daytimers can
expand their postsunset ( PSS) levels.
"We're looking at the latter part of
August," said FCC Attorney Jonathan
David. "There are no obstacles, and
we've been in contact with Mexican
officials."
"I'm optimistic, but I've been optimistic before," he added.
The FCC and broadcasters have anxiously been awaiting the signing of the
final accord since the preliminary document was signed in August 1985. Officials originally predicted the final accord
would be penned by autumn, 1985.
However, a major earthquake damaged many of the offices occupied by
Mexico's communications authority, de-

Moseley

laying the final signing of the accord.
That was followed, earlier this year, by
adownturn in overall bilateral relations
stemming from US accusations of corruption in the Mexican government.
Observers now say that relations appear to be improving, and David said he
is "hopeful" about the final agreement.
He adds that the FCC has " taken care
of all domestic matters" regarding the
agreement, including sending show cause
orders to the 350 daytimers on Mexican
clears. The orders, which were mailed in
June, specify the stations' power levels.
Those stations, which are on the seven
Mexican clear channels ( 540, 730, 800,
900, 1050, 1220 and 1570 kHz), must
wait for the final agreement before implementing night power levels.
Once the agreement is signed, the
Commission will then notify each station
that it can add night operations, provided it has responded to the earlier show
cause order.

The other 2,300 AM daytimers not on
Mexican clear channels will be able to
expand their PSS operations past 6 PM
local time once the final accord is signed.
These stations do not need show cause
orders, the FCC has said.
For more information, contact Jonathan David at the FCC: 202-632-6955.
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RCA Parts Question Addressed
by Alex Zavistovich
Indianapolis IN ... Although still in the
planning stage, the Society of Broadcast
Engineers ( SBE) will be working with
CompuServe, atelephone-accessed computer system, to provide an exchange of
information on used parts and low stock
replacement items for broadcast equipment, including RCA products.
Richard Rudman, SBE president, said
his organization sees "orphaned equipment" as an industry-wide problem, in
which the question of RCA parts availability plays asignificant part.
Industry concerns over the continued
availability of parts for RCA's various

broadcast products have persisted since
the company announced the phaseout of
its Broadcast Systems Division in October 1985.
The phaseout, stemming from competitive pressures and continuing losses
over 1983 and 1984, has resulted in some
RCA television product lines being sold
to other companies.
Despite these concerns, RCA Broadcast Systems Product Operations Manager Tony Gargano said RCA's policies
regarding radio products are largely
unchanged.
RCA Broadcast Systems "has not been
active in radio for at least five to seven
years," Gargano said. Parts support for

Before the lightning season strikes,
protect your valuable equipment
with a Stati-Cat discharger
for as little as

RCA products, however, will continue
to be provided by the company's Distributor and Special Products Division
(DSPD).
DSPD
DSPD is a procurer of parts and a
stocking warehouse for RCA products,
Gargano explained. It also maintains
records of numerous sources of material
and engincering/parts drawings.
The division maintains inventoried replacement parts for RCA's consumer
electronic and broadcast equipment products. Director of Industrial Tubes and
Parts Product Management Eugene
Dymacek added that, following the
phaseout, DSPD also took on items
which previously had been sold directly
by the Broadcast Division.
DSPD is committed to supply RCA
radio transmitter and ancillary equipment for aminimum of 12 years after a
particular product is discontinued, Gargano said.
The division makes every effort to ensure that parts for their products are on
hand, he said. Sometimes that requires
having the division make an "all-time

buy" of items.
If asupplier announces it is planning
to discontinue an item, Gargano said,
DSPD estimates the number of units it
will require to cover the term of its commitment for aproduct. That amount is
then purchased from the supplier in a
single transaction.
DSPD also maintains a cross-referenced list of its parts, which includes the
name of each vendor and the vendor's
stock number for each part. In extreme
cases, Dymacek said, DSPD will give this
information to customers.
But, he said, because vendors frequently make revisions to their own lists,
the DSPD would rather try to locate the
part for the customer, rather than risk
providing wrong information.
Proprietary concerns
Despite the current service available
from DSPD, some radio stations have
expressed concern about the future availability of proprietary parts for RCA
equipment.
WAMU-FM, Washington, DC, has
two RCA transmitters and two exciters.
Chief Engineer Mike Burns said he has
not yet had to order proprietary parts
from RCA. He stopped ordering nonproprietary parts from the company after
(continued on page 8)

DST Filing 'Possible'
by David Hughes

Each Stati-Cat has 120 sharp, stainless steel points
to provide acontinuous low- resistance discharge path for the
static electric charge found on all tall structures. Stati-Cat prevents
the high voltage gradient between cloud and earth that eventually
leads to the sudden, massive discharge known as lightning.
Write for afree brochure.
Also available from Cortana:
Folded Unipole Antenna Kits
Ground Radial Wire Detectors

Washington DC ... Industry sources
indicated in late July that work is underway to develop arequest for arulemaking to be filed with the FCC that would
help daytimers cope with the recently
approved Congressional bill to extend
daylight savings time ( DST).
President Reagan in July signed into
law abill that would extend DST three
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weeks earlier in the spring. Instead of
starting on the last weekend of April,
most states will move their clocks ahead
one hour on the first weekend in April,
beginning next year.
Since sunrise will come an hour later
for three weeks, daytimers are concerned
that they will lose an hour of AM drive
time.
"We have no developments to announce at this point, but afiling ( with
the FCC) is possible," said NAB Daytimers Committee Chairman David
Palmer, of WATH/WTXQ, Athens,
OH.
Others indicated that the NAB committee, along with at least two other
organizations, may file a joint petition
for rulemaking with the Commission.
"I've heard that there might be some
filing," said FCC Attorney Jonathan
David. " But there is still some time. The
daylight savings time extension does not
take place until April."
The NAB's Daytimers Committee met
with FCC Mass Media Bureau Chief
James McKinney in June to discuss possible solutions to the loss of AM drivetime programming. However, neither
McKinney nor Palmer would reveal any
specific solutions being discussed.
McKinney has maintained that because of the "laws of nature" and the
"immutable laws of physics" that govern
radio wave propagation, there was little
the FCC could do to change daytimers'
presunrise power levels ( PSAs), which in
most cases are below 50 W.
Daytimers did receive one consolation
in the new DST bill. A House proposal
that would have extended DST one week
in the fall was rejected.
For more information, contact the
NAB public affairs office at 202-4295480.
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Opinion

-Readers'
Forum

Got something to say about
Radio World? Any comments on
articles? Call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum (
Radio World,
Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041).
Insoluble? Never!
Dear RW:
Iwould like to comment on the editorial, " Insoluble Conflicts," in the 15 May
issue.
Ihad the opportunity of serving on the
NRBA Board and voted for the merger
with NAB Radio. One of my only reservations had to do with the Convention,
and you have suggested exactly the solution that Ihave espoused ... two conventions, with TV in the spring and
Radio in the fall.
The two Management and Programming
Conventions
under
joint
NAB/ NRBA sponsorship were successful, as Iam sure the one this fall will
be in New Orleans. It is completely
logical.
While there are those who are involved in both radio and television, the
vast number of radio operators are not
concerned about the television business.
It is very frustrating to be looking for a
new audio processor and find it necessary to climb over two dozen TV cameras. No wonder radio equipment exhibitors get just as frustrated as station
owners and engineers. It is atotally unsatisfactory situation.
Furthermore, the NAB Convention
has become outrageously big. I've been
around this business long enough to remember when the entire NAB Convention could be held in one large hotel. But
40,000 people . . . that's like three infantry divisions with no generals and no organic transportation. The logistics are
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impossible.
The conflicts are not insoluble. The
NRBA Directors voted the organization
out of existence to give radio astronger,
more unified voice. The only real connection between radio and television is
the fact that we are both regulated by the
FCC, though mostly under different regulations. And, of course, there is some
joint ownership.
Ithink afall meeting is the real solution. Engineering sessions on radio can
be beefed up, and radio equipment
manufacturers can be sure that they can
reach their audience.
With the huge number of stations today, the only sensible answer is an NABTV Convention, and an NAB-Radio
Convention. This would also reduce the
size of the convention so that there are
more than two or three cities with sufficient facilities to handle such gatherings.
Iam aware that there are people at the
NAB who share this feeling, and Ihope
that it will become the pattern of the
future.
W. LeRoy Schneck
President/GM
VVNAE/WRRN, Warren, PA
Qualified diagnosis
Dear RW:
After 44 years as an engineer at
WQXR and WQXR-FM, one of the finest
classical music stations in the world, and
15 years as chief until Iretired on 28
March, Ifeel Iam qualified to comment
on the AM stereo situation.
During my tenure as chief, Ihad to
make many decisions, one of the most
important was on the type of AM stereo
system that we were to use. Technically, the Kahn stereo system appeared to
be best, but asimple listening test back
in 1983 clinched it when the horrendous
"platform motion" of stations using
phase separation stereo was most obvious to me.
Ibelieve that most engineers share my
views about AM stereo and are familiar
with the "platform motion," the poor
mono, the increase in noise by 4.7 dB
delivered by aMotorola-only radio, not
to mention the splatter onto adjacent
channels.
Many stations knowingly and unwisely adopted the Motorola AM stereo system because management personnel were
swayed by the high pressure "hype"
Motorola continues to use in their effort
to "strong-arm" their way totally into the
market. Ihear that some stations were
enticed into the Motorola camp by
"loaners"— for budget conscious owners,
a deal hard to resist.
Still Leonard Kahn persists in this
"David and Goliath" battle, and Kahn
stations still serve more listeners in major markets than the inferior Motorola

NAB's and NPR's comments on the FCC's proposal to expand FM
translator service to include microwave and satellite feeds are self-serving,
and do not warrant prohibiting the new application of this technology
in radio broadcasting.
The FCC's Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM), issued in response
to the latest of several such requests by the Moody Bible Institute of
Chicago, would allow the use of microwave or satellite feeds to FM
translators. The NPRM, which should not be considered as a program-related issue, rightfully should be judged on its technical merits alone.
The FCC's NPRM would place narrow restrictions on who would be
allowed to use FM translators,
and in what manner. Limited to
noncommercial entities operating
between 88.1 and 91.9 MHz,
translator use under the proposal
would only permit direct-broadcast, over-the-air signals from the
parent station. All translators
would have to be owned and
operated by the parent station,
and it alone would be permitted
to apply for available channels for translator use within each community
it sought to serve.
NPR objects to expanding the use of FM translators because it feels
that they will work against the growth of full-service, noncommercial
radio. In addition, it states that translators will not be in the public interest, as they will deprive communities of local control. Finally, NPR objects to the possibility that a "de facto" satellite network could be established
which would not be subject to the same restrictions of full-service operations.
NAB's arguments are similarly program related, though it raises the question of possible interference to TV6. Certainly the Commission should not
limit the application of atechnology in its entirety when it can place restrictions protecting existing and future full-service TV6 channel use.
As long as full-service licensing takes precedence, and as long as interference to TV6 is prevented, the public interest would best be served
by allowing this extended use of FM translators. Open channels on the
band belong, after all, to the public, which deserves better than silence.

Expand
Use of FM
Service

system does. Despite the tremendous
pressure from Motorola, General
Motors, Delco, et al, Kahn stations
flourish while Motorola stations drop
away. Several stations have simply turned the stereo off, probably due to the
poor performance which managers and
owners are now hearing with their own
ears and seeing in the ratings.
(A Motorola station in Syracuse featured recently in Motorola's latest release
has dropped over 35% in the last rating
period, while the two Kahn stations in
Syracuse rose by almost 33%.)
If I, as an engineer, didn't believe in
the Kahn system, there is no inducement
that could get me to participate actively
in convincing others of its merits.
Ican't stress enough the importance of
following good engineering principles.
AM radio, in order to compete, needs the
best engineering decisions. Icould sit
back and retire but Icould not, in clear
conscience, walk away from this battle.
Ihope others, so inspired, will join in
getting the truth out about AM stereo
once and for all. Any station that places
high priority on its engineering can't help
but choose the Kahn system. It should
have become the industry standard by
now, and AM's own future is too important to consider any other system.
Zaven N. Masoomian
826 Preston Road
East Meadow NY 11554

Cleaning up
Dear RW:
Just acomment about letters from Ed
Jurich and James Leonard that ran in the
1June edition of RW.
How nice the AM band would be if
everyone looked at AM's problems like
they do. Imagine that, clean, clear, high
fidelity sound on the AM band.
Just recently Ihad for the first time the
opportunity to listen to one of the Sony
wideband stereo receivers. While the
stereo is nice, what really impressed me
was the quality. Boy, does that old Gates
5H sound good on that radio. And when
we drop to our MW-1at night, the local
FMs ought to be jealous.
Stereo? Well, let's face it. How much
difference does stereo make on aghetto
blaster with the speakers less than afoot
apart? Or on atable top radio? Or, for
that matter, in the door panels of my old
pickup?
Trying to get the speakers balanced so
you can hear the stereo is alosing proposition anyway in the car. It's kind of like
who's on first.
Come on folks, let's get with the program. The big "Q" is what matters here.
Quality. Quality transmission, quality
reception, and while we're at it, quality
programming!
Just a note to the other AMS in the
(continued on page 6)
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More Readers Forum
(continued from page 5)
market. You guys sound like ####. For
the health of AM radio, clean up your
act.
Tim Low
CE, KRED/DJ-92
Eureka, CA
Stereo wars, indeed!
Dear RW:
Oh, Ijust love it. It's just like old
times! AM stereo wars again.
It would appear that broadcasters
would still rather fight about AM stereo
than win with it. At least, the trade press
evidence points that way.
Ienjoyed Gerry LeBow's guest editorial ( RW, 15 April) wishing for a
Motorola sellout, but Iwas sorry to see
that it did not arrive at the RW offices
in time for you to publish in in the appropriate issue. Surely it would have
been agreat article 1April.
Motorola's real commitment to AM
stereo would seem to be the costs involved in the decoder IC chip, rather
than the broadcast equipment supply activity. Isuspect no one could collect
enough money from all the broadcasting
operations to purchase the IC invest-

ment!
Motorola, amajor participant in early automotive radio development,
should be congratulated for its adventuresome expedition into the AM stereo
marketplace. As a participant in the
Great AM Stereo War and aprior RW
contributor, I hope you can communicate this significant dual aspect of
AM stereo to your readers.
Walt Barcus had an excellent letter in
the same issue. He seems to have noticed some of the AM stereo problems,
even though he is involved with an FM
broadcast operation.
As the inventor of the system originally chosen by the FCC, Icertainly
agree with the comments Barcus made
regarding the marketplace approach.
Magnavox correctly judged the end effect of the marketplace-directed FCC
decision on 4March 1982, and elected
thereafter to quietly deemphasize its AM
stereo activity and invest in other
activities.
Bill Sacks' column ( RW, 15 May)
speaks to the success that Magnavox/
N.V. Philips can bring to bear on positive programs such as the CD player effort. Magnavox did maintain a major
positive effort before the FCC until the

4March '82 decision.
The deep scars received from the
Quadraphonic marketplace battles are
still remembered by the old hands in the
consumer industry. Does anyone in
broadcasting remember the FM quadraphonic broadcasting nonresult7
If broadcasters had settled down to
the business of winning on 4March 1982
(or even better, on 9April 1980, at the
initial decision), they would have been
using an excellent and widely available
AM stereo system for several years now.
AM stereo could have been helping
AM broadcasters for a long time. It
would have been an accepted and universal part of consumer electronics by now.
Incidentally, the PMX system can still be
heard on the East Coast at night ( 1190
kHz).
AM stereo has been interesting stuff.
It has come from disinterest in the work
of the National AM Stereophonic Radio
Committee, through the international intrigue of the McNally affair, to a "breach
of duty" ( University of Pennsylvania
Law Review, Vol 133:265) and the
raucous behavior that drew crowds at
several broadcast conventions.
The complaint by KCI ( Kahn Communications, Inc.) to the FCC relative to
spectrum spreading by the C-QUAMTm
system is old stuff.
The spectral characteristics of CQUAM, PMX and Belar systems was

discussed in the Proceedings of the National AM Stereophonic Radio Committee, December 1977 (
for example, section
H, test A.6) and by the proponents in
their filings to the FCC ( for example,
Magnavox-Comments to the Notice of
Inquiry, Docket 21313, Figures H and L;
and Fig. B21 of the 15 May 1979
Response to the NPR).
The FCC decision matrix 3/4/82 identified and discounted the spectral characteristics of the various systems. Old news
is no news!
There is nothing new in forcing asystem to illegal things. Any broadcast engineer can make amonaural AM transmitter exceed occupied bandwidth rules:
just modulate at 15.5 kHz with more
than 11.2% modulation, and you have
done it. Most AM stations could easily
put such a signal on the air!
The activities of the " Kill C-QUAM
Immediately" ( KCI) group are indeed nifty to watch. It will be interesting to see
if activities from an island of parochial
interests can continue to influence the
status of AM broadcasting indefinitely.
AM Stereo Wars indeed!
The proponents may be the visible victims of such nonsense, but it is the AM
broadcasters ( all of them) who have been
and are the real victims in this overplayed battle.
Robert D. Streeter, P.E.
Pres., AM Stereo/AMS, Inc.

MAINT

Mt*

Simply Simpify.
The TC-8 Remote Control System from Advanced Micro-Dynamics
uncomplicates transmitter control. Simple installation. Simple operation
Simply ideal.
Unprecedented accuracy and reliability give you piece of mind. And the TC-8
provides flexibility to interface perfectly with your transmitter, new or old.
Connecting studio to transmitter is easy. Specially designed modems cut
through noisy phone lines. Or better yet, break away from Ma Bell with the
built-in subcarrier generators.
Best of all, the Advanced Micro-Dynamics TC-8 is only $2,195.

Discover today's best value in remote control. Call us at (
617) 456-3570. We'll
show you how to put aTC-8 in charge of your transmitter. Simply.

Advanced

micro-dynamics inc.

80 Bolton Road, P.O. Box 150, Harvard, MA 01451 ( 617) 456-3570
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FCC Dismisses Kahn Complaint
(continued from page 1)
Before the letter was sent to KCI, Stanley had told RW that the FOB's report
would "probably" be made available to
the public, but he could not say for sure.
Stanley could not be reached to comment
after the date the letter was sent.
However, OET Engineer Bruce Franca said the report was an " internal
memo" and was "not in written form to
give out." He added that the report had
not even been released to Kahn, who,
Franca said, had not requested it.
Kahn had filed acomplaint against its
chief AM stereo system competitor,

Motorola, on 14 March. However in a
10 April letter, the FCC dismissed the
complaint. A day later, Kahn filed asecond complaint which he said contained
additional information in support of the
alleged type acceptance violations which
involved what he said was C-QUAM's
failure to adhere to FCC carrier frequency requirements.
The letter
Some observers said they were surprised at the relatively short length of the
FCC's 18 July letter to KCI, considering
the number of field tests conducted. The

Metric Curve Date Set
by David Hughes
Washington DC ... The FCC has set 1
January 1987 as the effective date for the
use of new AM metric curves.
In keeping with international agreements, including the 1984 US/Canadian
AM Agreement and the 1981 Region 2
AM Agreement ( dubbed the "Rio" agreement), the new groundwave curves were
approved by the FCC in March 1985 to
replace the old English unit curves in
Rule Section 73.184.
However, the Commission adopted a
partial stay of the rule in May 1985 after
some broadcast interests complained that
more time was needed to increase the
availability of the new curves and to use
them in studies.
"Now that the new curves are being
reproduced for distribution in the near
future, it is now possible to dissolve the
stay" and specify an effective date, the
FCC said in a late June 1986 order.
The FCC said it believes that a 1

January 1987 deadline is "far enough in
advance to provide time for all parties
to convert to use of the new curves."
While the Commission said that all applications filed on or after the deadline
must feature the new curves, it will continue to process applications "under the
rules in effect at the time of their filing,"
even though the documents containing
the old curves may remain on file after
the metric deadline.
The FCC said it will issue aprintout
of the computer program that was employed to calculate the points used in
plotting the new groundwave curves.
The Commission will also make available alisting of the calculated points for
the curves in "look-up" tables via its copy
contractor, International Transcription
Services ( ITS).
The metric curve rules are contained
in FCC docket MM 84-752. For more information, contact Jonathan David at the
FCC: 202-632-6955. ITS can be reached
at 202-296-7322.

WORLD CLASS REMOTE
BROADCASTING

document contained only seven paragraphs, with four of those containing
background information.
"We believe that these field measurements confirm our earlier findings that
the procedures used for type acceptance
were appropriate," Stanley said in the letter. "The Commission has not required
compliance with occupied bandwidth
limits, using single test tones higher than
7.5 kHz or modulation percentages
higher than 50 percent."
He added: "We also indicated that we
would expect single tones at such frequencies and modulation levels to be extremely rare in broadcast material. The
field measurements of C-QUAM stations
confirm this fact."
Stanley also said that it is a station
operator's responsibility, as opposed to
the equipment manufacturer, to ensure
that the station complies with the FCC
emissions rules.
"We believe that the field measurements show clearly that it is possible to
operate the C-QUANI type of stereo exciter in compliance with the Commission's rules," he concluded in the letter.
Petition not filed yet
In another AM stereo matter, at RW
press time in late July, Texar Inc. officials
said they had not yet filed apetition for
rule making asking the FCC to abandon
its marketplace approach and select an

The World Leader
In Cartridge Machines
f

M

International Tapetronics
Corporation/3M 'sprofessional audio
products include the most complete line
of cartridge machines featuring state-ofthe-art microprocessor based logic for
increased operational flexibility,
reliability and easy maintainability.

A short list of standard features includes.. carrying case, built in rechargeable batteries
and charger, clock, stopwatch/timer, V.U. meter, wide range audio inputs (will match
almost anything, cue channel, phone line alarms, memory dialing (tone or pulse), low battery indicator, ring indicator, line loss indicator, headset level, null, cue buttons, notch filter,
high low boost, frequency response: 20 to 20,000 hz ± 0.5 db, signal to noise: 86 db (line
level input) 70 db (mic level input), distortion: 0.15% typical.

Ze
r reom 1
/4 Corporation

AM stereo standard, as reported in the
1August issue of RW. No filing date was
announced.
"We are putting it together very carefully," said David Van Allen, senior design engineer with Texar, an audio processing equipment manufacturer. "It will
be filed very soon."
Pointing to manufacturer reports of
sluggish AM stereo receiver sales, and
decisions by Sony and Pioneer to discontinue some AM stereo units, Texar President Glen Clark said consumers are confused by the continuing battle between
the Kahn- Hazeltine ISB system and
Motorola's C-QUANI system.
Both Clark and Van Allen stressed that
the petition will not specify which system
the Commission should choose. However, both maintain that if asingle system is not selected soon, then more receiver manufacturers will pull out.
To date, only about 10% of US AM
stations are fitted for stereo, with the CQUAM system outnumbering the Kahn
system.
Van Allen added that Texar has received a "good response" to an advertisement it first took out in the 15 July RW
urging acampaign for asingle AM stereo
standard. "It really sparked some emotion. We've heard from both Motorola
and Kahn supporters, along with radio
stations and equipment manufacturers."
For more information on the FCC
study, contact Bruce Franca at 202-6327060. For more information on the AM
stereo standard petition, contact Glen
Clark at Texar: 412-856-4276.

International Tapetronics Corporation/3M

ore International Tapetronics
Corporation/3M cartridge machines
are installed in radio stations around the
world each year than all other manufacturers' cartridge machines combined
... and for good reason. For almost two
decades, ITC equipment has maintained
the standard of excellence in reliability,
audio quality, and long-term cost effectiveness; backed by ITC's legendary
status as the industry's service leader.

•99B Cartridge Machines, " The Best,"
offering the patented ELSA automatic cartridge preparation feature
which includes azimuth aligning for
maximum phase response
performance
II DELTA Cartridge Machines, " Today's
Most Popular Cartridge Machines"
13 OMEGA Cartridge Machines,
"Affordable Performance You
Can Trust"

III ESL Y Eraser/Splice Locator,
combining quick erasing and splice
locating into one simple step
• ScotchCarn Broadcast Cartridges,
reel-to-reel audio performance
and five times the average life of
its nearest premium cartridge
competitor
• The FB1Interface converts an ITC
cartridge machine into apotentially
profitable telephone information
service
3M's vast financial and technological
resources have combined with ITC's
proven commitment for delivering
uncompromising product quality to
insure that when newer technology
emerges, it will come from International
Tapetronics Corporation/3M, " The
Leader in Reliability and Service."
Call today for more information and
ask about ITC's new lease purchase plan.
In the U.S., call toll-free 800-447-0414,
or collect from Alaska or Illinois 309828-1381. In Canada, call Maruno
Electronics, Ltd. 416-255-9108.
International Tapetronics Corporation/3M
2425 South Main Street
PO. Box 241
Bloomington, Illinois 61702-0241

3M

P.O. Box 84U Merrifield, MN 56465 la (218) 765-3151
Sold By All Quality Distributors
•
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RTNDA Show to Feature ENG
by Alex Zavistovich
Salt Lake City UT . .. The 41st Annual
Radio-Television News Directors Association ( RTNDA) conference, to be held
26-29 August at the Salt Palace Convention Center, will feature special sessions
for radio journalists and the largest exhibit of newsgathering technology ever
organized by the association.
RTNDA Exhibits Manager Eddie
Barker stated that this year's exhibit will
be at least one-third larger than the one
held in 1985.
The Salt Lake City show will feature
displays ranging from 100 to 2,500
square feet and will occupy more than
100,000 square feet overall. More than
90 exhibitors will participate.
Exhibitors include Conus Communications, Microdyne Corporation, Thomson-CSF Broadcast and Shure Brothers,
among others.
Electronic news products to be shown
include computers, recorders and cellular
telephones. Researchers, programmers,
consultants, and news and wire services
will also have displays.

RTNDA Executive Vice President Ernie Schultz conceded that RTNDA exhibitors tend to orient their product displays to television rather than radio.
"Exhibits are 90% geared towards
TV," Schultz said, "but that's the real
world."
Still, Schultz maintained, there is no
radio equipment at other conventions
which will not also be on display at
RTNDA.
RTNDA has taken pains to ensure that
conference sessions are balanced, he
added, pointing out that there are anumber of joint meetings scheduled, and as
many "break-out" sessions for radio as
there are for television news.
Of particular interest to radio engineers will be the Friday morning " Radio
News Idea Exchange."
Since developments in radio newsgathering occur so rapidly that they are
difficult to keep up with, the idea exchange will provide aforum to discuss
some of these developments, Schultz
suggested.
RTNDA will also feature sessions on
the future of radio news, radio newswrit-
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ing and radio news promotion.
This year, RTNDA is offering complimentary one-day registration to station
and network engineers who attend the
convention and visit the exhibition on
Friday.
The association has reserved over
1,600 rooms and suites at six hotels in the
city, most within block or two of the
convention center.

Parts Issue Addressed
(continued from page 4)
the phaseout was announced, opting instead to go directly to the manufacturers.
Burns said that, through the manufacturers, he can get either an exact or very
compatible replacement part. Although
locating the correct replacement part is
sometimes along process, Burns admits,
it is also less expensive and therefore
worth the search.
KIIS-FM, Los Angeles, has two 20 kW
and two 10 kW RCA transmitters. CE
Mike Callaghan said that, although RCA
is providing good support and his station
is having no problem obtaining parts
now, he is concerned about their availability in the future.
"We know RCA is still selling parts,"
Callaghan pointed out, "but we also
know they won't last forever. The question is, what do we do when we need a
part and they tell us they don't have any
more?"
That question has led Callaghan to
start exploring products made by other
transmitter manufacturers.
WCXR-FM, Washington, DC, uses
two 20 kW RCA transmitters. The station's CE, John Bisset, recalled having
one of the blower motors go out, render*ng the transmitter useless.

R. F. Specialties of Texas
PO. Box 8316
Amarillo, TX 79114
Don Jones/Tim Hawks
(806) 372-4518
R.F. Specialties of Washington
11721 15th Avenue N.E.
Seattle, WA 98125
John Schneider/Bob Arnold
(206) 363-7730
R.F. Specialties of
Pennsylvania
121 Conneaut Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15239
Tom Monahan
(412) 733-1994

KEY-CART...THE NEW
LOW COST PERFORMERS.
•Low profile— front loading • Modular, plug-in electronics
•Full remote control • Play and record LED metering
•Toroidial power transformer • Excellent audio specifications
Model KC1000-MP mono play
Model KC1000-MRP mono record/play
Model KC1000-SP stereo play
Model KC1000-SRP stereo record/play

$595.00
$795.00
$795.00
$1,095.00

Contact Your Favorite Distributor or Call

Rama SYSTEMS INC.
5113 W. Chester Pike, Edgemont, PA 19028 • 215356-4700
Call

800/523-2133 (
in PA call 800/423-2133)
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In related news, FCC Chairman Mark
Fowler will receive the RTNDA Distinguished Service Award on 23 July in
Washington, DC. Fowler was selected,
RTNDA announced, because of "his
commitment to end government regulation of the content of electronic journalism and for his efforts to achieve for
broadcast and cable news full First
Amendment parity with print journalism."
For more information on the association's exhibit and conference, contact
RTNDA at 202-659-6510.

RE Specialties of California
3463 State St, Suite 229
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Sam Lane
(805) 682-9429

Bisset said that, although he was able
to purchase areplacement from RCA, he
was told that the motor was one of two
left, and that " the shelves were bare."
But Dymacek said having only two of
a particular item in stock "is not unusual." There simply may not have been
a need for any more.
DSPD, Dymacek explained, is "guided by movement history as to which
parts are continued in inventory," and in
what quantity. The division's computer
routinely provides a review record of
parts in stock and their movement.
Dielectric's Wally Warren, formerly
RCA product manager for AM and FM
transmitters and antennas, said he believes DSPD is genuinely concerned
about accommodating RCA product
owners. RCA requires the division,
Warren said, to provide either the exact
replacement part or one with an identical
electrical and mechanical configuration.
He added that the RCA Broadcast Systems Division's phaseout "hasn't reduced the value of RCA transmitters on the
used equipment list." The equipment is
still in demand, he said.
For more information on the DSPD,
contact Eugene Dymacek at 609-8532586. Contact the SBE at 317-842-0836.

OFF THE AIR?
CABLEWAVE CONNECTORS
NOW STOCKED IN YOUR
AREA
Get back on the air fast! Your
local R. F. Specialties office
now stocks afull assortment of Cablewave

R.F. Specialties of Nebraska
2003 Brewster Road
Bellevue, NE 68005
Don Denver
(402) 734-5521

connectors for
immediate
delivery. For
connectors or

R.F Specialties of Florida
PO. Box 397
Niceville, FL 32578
Bill Turney
(904) 678-8943

any other RF
needs, call the
specialist nearest
you.

ICE» RF Spaciattiec
'ffl Group
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Communication Begets Quality
by Ty Ford
Baltimore MD ... I'd like to open this
edition of " Producer's File" with thanks
and a tip of the hat to the following:
Mike Starling, CE of KPBS San Diego;
Mike Kuehl, production specialist at
KSTP, Minneapolis/St. Paul and Keith
Bowman, chief studio engineer at
WHIS/J104 Bluefield, WV.
All three responded to my 15 June column on basic communication between
engineers and production people. ( Let's
not forget that in some cases one person
does both engineering and production,
which accounts for these folks talking to
themselves from time to time.)

for another 29 days to isolate the
problem.
When tech problems occur, nothing is
better than instant, succinct verbal communication.
You don't need any test gear to know
that a cart machine has crapped out.
What you do need is someone to recognize the problem and articulate it to the
engineer so that it may be corrected
quickly.

Stations in which the self-fulfilling
prophecy— that engineers and production people relate well to their equipment, but not to people— will continue
to suffer from poor communication, reduced productivity and other symptoms
of this bad attitude. The best managers
know this and make acontinuing effort
to keep communications open and positive.
As aproduction director, it's impor-

tant to act instead of react. When an A/E
shows up at your door angry and frustrated that a client has just called in a
last-minute copy change, he or she may
expect you to be angry and frustrated,
too. Defuse the situation by remaining
calm. Use the situation to strengthen the
bond with that person. Get the job done
and move on. To do otherwise is to
waste time and energy.
(continued on page 10)
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Introducing
the all-new
35 kW FM transmitter
by Harris.

Engineer Bowman adds that if preventive maintenance ( e.g., cleaning and adjusting) fails to put the punch back in
your audio, it's time to check the electrolytic caps. If one is bad, the others may
not be far from failing. This is especially
true in circuits that are over seven years
old.
Regular inspection with a distortion
analyzer on the individual components
and total system can also prove helpful
in forecasting breakdowns.
Many times, however, studios are too
busy to stop for extensive preventive
maintenance. Even if you sweep the
studios monthly and the failure occurs
one day later, you obviously can't wait

Much more than
just new paint.

Tyree S. Ford, aradio audio production consultant, helps stations optimize
their use of production equipment and
airsta,ff skills.

You want long-term reliability, maximum operating efficiency
and superior audio performance in your high power FM transmitter.
With the all-new Harris FM-35K, you get it...and more!

FCC
Database
AM SERVICES
• Directory — Updated Weekly
• Nighttime Allocations
• Detailed
Limits

Individual

Night

• Population Counting
• Skywave Contour Protection
Requirements
• Horizontal, Vertical, Conical
Radiation Patterns
• By mail or online 24- hr

access

datawonld
A Service of DW, Inc
P.O. Box 30730
4827 Rugby Avenue, Suite 200
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
(800) 368-5754 ( 301) 652-8822
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Representing the latest in FM
broadcast technology, the FM-35K
uses ahighly advanced single tetrode
tube design to give you unbeaten 80
percent PA efficiency over a broad
power range of 14 through 35 kilowatts.
This translates into longer tube life and
AC power cost savings of thousands of
dollars over the life of the transmitter!
Because the FM-35K provides output
power from 10 through 35 kilowatts,
you're free to select tower height,
antenna power gain and power levels
that best meet your coverage goals—
using asingle transmitter.
Peace-of-mind is Unportant, and
you get it with the FM-35K. The

automatic VSWR foldback circuit gives
you confidence of continued safe
operation under heavy antenna icing
conditions, and the built-in Flex-Patch
feature can bypass the RF preamplifier,
IPA, or even the final PA for continued
on-air operation in an emergency.
You won't find a high power FM
transmitter that's easier to operate,
maintain or service. Harris' exclusive
Color-Stat Signal Flow Diagram alerts
you to operating problems at aglance.
When detailed operating information is
required, Harris' Status-Plus AlphaNumeric Display gives you precise
operating values—including the actual
date and time an overload occurred!

Backed by asolid 63 year tradition
of quality radio products and aservice department with a proven
record of exceptional assistance day
or night, the FM-35K is the logical
choice for high power FM broadcast
operators who want more than new
paint on their next transmitter.
For more information, contact Harris
Corporation, Broadcast Group, P. 0.
Box 4290, Quincy, IL 62305, or call
1-800-4-HARRIS, extension 3001.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION,
OUR NAME IS

HARRIS
3) Futuzuzus
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Communication Begets Quality
(continued from page 9)

It's amazing what can be done when
an entire staff realizes that "the competition" is the other stations in the market
and not the guy or gal in the next room.
Any thoughts you may have on this subject would be welcome.
In search of the muse
Nothing is more exasperating to a
copywriting production person than to
hit one of those occasional dry spots

where the ideas just don't come.
There are afew cures for cranial constipation which have effectively been
used in the past that deserve mention.
First consider the cause of the block.
Maybe you've just been served with divorce papers, the latest ratings show you
down three shares, your new job "promotion" includes everything you've been
doing plus awhole lot more, or maybe
your dog died.
Any or all of these can shut down the

OUR FM
MONITOR
DESERVES
A SECOND
GLANCE.
BUT IT DOESN'T NEED IT.
Engineers look twice when they first see
our 691 Stereo and SCA Monitor. But when
they start to use it, they find the 691's
meters are easily tracked in a single glance.
Like everything else about the 691, its
measurement displays are very well
thought out.

juices. For some, simply identifying the
source will eliminate it.
For chronic sufferers, there are other
means.
If you've been close-focused on your
own station for too long, you can succumb to "idea inbreeding," or using the
same techniques, mechanisms, and tricks
over and over.
Try listening to other stations, not
necessarily to steal their ideas, but to provide yourself with a fresh frame of
reference. If you have the luxury of time,
take a vacation, or take a day-trip to
another equal or better market and
monitor afew stations.
Television and movies can be agreat
source for material. They are easy to
parody, as are some current events,
"people" style magazines and tabloidtype articles.
Browsing through the sound effects
library will often uncover sounds that
can spark an entire concept. If you get
one spark, keep searching for a few
more.
While searching for anew premise for
astation t-shirt promo, Ifound rhino and
hippo noises. This sparked the idea for
asafari into acloset in search of the lost
t-shirt. The old overstuffed closet sound
effect worked perfectly.
Of course, the t-shirt was never found,
so the listener was redirected to go out
and buy anew one. Add alittle music

under the "sell," aTarzan yell for authenticity, and you're home free.
So far, all of these methods require only one person. Remember that collaborative efforts can bring great results.
This includes brainstorming with an
A/E, the client, your spouse, or anybody
with whom you feel comfortable. Since
the true difference between collaboration
and compromise is one of attitude, and
if both participants are aware of that difference and aspire for the best final
product, the results will almost always
be collaborative.
Gathering your thoughts
When your mental gridlock decides to
let go, you might find you have alittle
trouble collecting all of the ideas. Keep
a pad of paper and a pencil on the
nightstand.
Quite often it's during those quiet
moments just before sleep or just after
you've woken up that the cosmic cork
is yanked, and there you are with a
dozen great ideas.
Some people use acassette machine to
capture these ideas before they escape.
Cassette machines are especially handy
when you're caught behind the wheel,
and find driving and writing too
dangerous.
How do you jump-start your creativity? What other kind of production problems are you running into? Feel free to
contact me by letter or phone: TSF, 3804
Ednor Rd., Baltimore MD 21218 or
301-889-6201.
'Til next time, keep your heads clean.

A color-coded system ties together the
associated displays, switches, and jacks for
a particular function or test. Select your test
by pushing a color-coded button and
simply read the results on all of the indicators. Its as easy as it sounds.
Other benefits of the 691 include over 40
proof-of-performance and signal quality
measurements. Add a scope and use the
691 as a spectrum analyzer... or get a
vector display of UR phasing. Perform a
Bessel Null calibration in -minutes. Measure
clipped composite accurately and quickly.

32nd Annual
University of Wisconsin

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
AND
MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
(Formerly BROADCASTER'S CLINIC)

The 691 can now be optionally ordered to
measure two SCAs. There are many other
features ... write or call for complete
information.

September 15-18, 1986
Madison, Wisconsin

QE! Corporation
One Airport Drive Li P.O. Box D
Williamstown, NJ 08084 Li (
609) 728-2020
Toll- Free (800) 334-9154

For seminar and exhibitor information, contact:
Don Borchert, Director of Engineering
WHA Radio and Television
821 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53703
Phone: (608) 263-2157

BROADCAST ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
is supported in part by Radio World and TV Technology.
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Digital Counters Solve Problems
by Peter Burk
Part IV
Harvard MA . . . Digital counters solve
awide variety of problems in digital circuits. Last month we used a simple
counter to control asequential process.
Other applications include counting
pulses, keeping time, measuring frequency and frequency division.
The digital designer has a broad arsenal of integrated counters at his disposal, obviating the need to build counters
one bit at a time. Even so, it is important to master the fundamentals, since
each type of counter has its limitations.
Counters are nearly always based on
flip-flops. For now, think of aflip-flop
as aone bit counter. Each pulse on the
trigger input causes the output to change
state. String four flip-flops together as in
Figure 1and we have afour-bit counter.
To understand this circuit, recall that
each flip-flop triggers on one edge of the
input or clock signal. Assume negative
edge-triggering. Imagine an LED or other
indicator attached to each of the four "Q"
outputs. Each output represents one bit
of our four-bit counter.
If the initial state is all zeros (0000), the
first complete input pulse will result in
atransition of the "A" flip-flop, taking
us to 0001. The " B" clock input is now
high and is ready to turn on the "B" output as soon as "A" goes back off.
Walk through several transitions and
verify that the counter advances through
an exact binary counting sequence. Since
the input pulses eventually "ripple"
through all of the flip-flops, this counter
Peter Burk, with Advanced Microdynamics, is a frequent contributor to
RW. He can be reached at 617-456-3570.

is called aripple counter.
When the counter is advanced past the
highest possible count (1111), it rolls over
to 0. With four bits, the counter can
count 16 states, including zero. Any
length counter can be built, with the
maximum number of counts equal to 2"
where n is the number of flip-flops.
The total number of counts is called
the modulus, making our four-bit example a "modulo-16" binary counter.
What can we do with it? Since each
flip-flop effectively divides the input frequency by two, we can take any output
from the ripple counter as adivide by
2-. A 304 kHz clock input would produce 38 kHz at "C" and 19 kHz at "D."
As afringe benefit, the two outputs will
be in phase and the duty cycle will be exactly 50% regardless of the clock duty
cycle.
Powers of two are convenient for binary numbers, but human beings are
more comfortable with decimal numbers.
A decade counter would certainly be
handy. If four bits is modulo- 16 and
three bits is modulo-8, then how do we
make a modulo-10 counter?
One way is to use our ripple counter
from Figure 1and add feedback to force
the counter to skip some of the counts.
Figure 2illustrates one possible method.
For the first seven counts, "D" doesn't
change from zero, so the counter produces anatural binary sequence. On the
eighth clock pulse, the count goes to
1000. Since the "D" input is high, "A"
and " B" are forced high by feedback to
their direct set inputs. This causes the
1000 count to be replaced immediately
with 1110. The next pulse advances the
counter to 1111 which is the last count
for atotal of ten. Counts of any length
can be created by using feedback.
Ripple counters are simple to under-

Figure 1. A four-bit ripple counter made from four flip-flops.
A

CLOCK
INPUT

Figure 2. The addition of feedback creates a decade counter.
A

S

stand and use, but they are not without
drawbacks. The biggest problem is the
delay as the signal ripples through each
flip-flop. As more bits are added, the delay gets longer, meaning that the back
end of the counter isn't changing at the
same time as the front.
This is only aproblem where the outputs are to be latched simultaneously as
would be the case in a microprocessor
system. To see the effect of this, imagine
that the latch is strobed immediately after
the seventh clock pulse. Perhaps the first
three flip-flops have toggled from one to
zero, but the fourth hasn't changed from
zero to one yet, due to the delay. For this
brief instant, the count reads 0000 instead
of the desired 1000. An error of this magnitude would give anybody fits(

This new QuantAural QA-100 Audio
Program Analyzer gives you the advantage
in competitive broadcasting
Simply put, the QA- 100 quantifies what you
hear. Your station sound can now be electronically
monitored the way you hear it. Exactly. And, you
can monitor the competition tool
Real time analysis of any audio signal. From a
receiver, tape recorder, or processing equipment.
You see the measurements as you hear the sound.
Changes in processing or variations in system performance are immediately shown on the QA- 100
panel meter or bargraph display— using program
material as the signal source.
The QA- 100 hears like a program director and
talks like an engineer. With it you can monitor maximum peak level ( relative peak modulation), overall

processing effectiveness ( average level), tightness of
sound and processing control (peak density), tonal
balance, consistency and preemphasis ( four band
real time analyzer), stereo image width (
L + R to
L - R ratio) and " punch" (special " aural intensity"
measurement).
Interested? To learn more about how the QA- 100
will help your station compete, call Potomac
Instruments today.
QuantAural is a registered trademark.

•,„

OTOMAC INSTRIIMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301) 589-2662
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"Settling time" describes how long you
must wait after aclock pulse before the
output is valid, and is approximately the
delay time times the number of flip-flops.
The settling time places asevere restriction on the upper frequency that anpple counter can handle.
A solution to the delay problem is a
parallel or "synchronous" counter. [I(
flip-flops are normally used, with the
clock inputs gated by combinations of
the outputs as required to produce the
desired count sequence. All of the outputs change at the same time, making it
easy to read or latch the output.
For standard sequences, it is easier to
buy synchronous counters already built
as ICs than it is to build them from individual flip-flops. Common moduli
such as 6, 8, 10, 12, and 16 are readily
available.
We haven't discussed using the outputs
of acounter to directly display the count.
Timers, clocks, frequency counters and
event counters all require that we display
the output in readable form.
Since abasic counter presents its outputs as binary numbers, we need something to convert or decode the output into something friendly, like aseven-segment display. Fortunately, ICs are available that can convert the four-bit binary
outputs into seven segment outputs,
eliminating decode logic with dozens of
gates.
Figure 3illustrates the use of standard
counters and decoder/drivers to display
(continued on page 12)
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Contract Engineering Explored
Falls Church VA ... In this issue, Radio
World inaugurates aregular feature section devoted to the problems, issues and
rewards of contract engineering.
Since engineering certification require-

ments were deregulated by the FCC, the
radio engineering profession has become
very volatile and unstable. The advent
of increased automation and microprocessor-controlled gear have further con-

tributed to the demise of the full-time,
on-site CE.
The situation today appears to be an
indicator of what is to come for radio
broadcast engineers in the future. RW

AM stereo and
CRQUAMÎ Superior
performance is the
Delta difference
L

ike more than 40 dB of
channel separation for a
purer, cleaner sound your listeners can hear. But we
didn't stop there. We engineered our improved
C-QUAM" system for all
around excellence:

The Delta Difference
is longer life:
• Chassis mounted heat sinks
at critical points.
• Improved high-efficiency
power transformer for
cooler operation.

The Delta Difference
is applied technology:

• Multi-board construction
for simplified maintenance
and trouble-shooting.

• More than 45 dB* channel
separation for a purer
stereo sound, guaranteed
43 dB* at 1 kHz and 40 dB*
at 5 kHz.

• Zero insertion force
card edge connectors
assure longer
contact life.

• Transformer-less, active
balanced input/output
circuits for excellent
frequency response, distortion, and modulation peak
control characteristics.
• Dual high level RF adjustable and dual logic level
(TTL) circuits and dual
L + R audio circuits for
faster installation and
versatility in transmitter
interfacing.
• Day/night and stereo/mono
capability remotely
controllable.
• Dual transmitter interlock
protection circuits.

• A highly experienced
installation team ready to
serve your needs.
When you're ready to
bring AM stereo to your
listeners, check on the
Delta Difference.

Counters

The Delta Difference
is economy:
• Day/night or main/
auxiliary audio equalization
is a no-cost option.

The Delta Difference
is experience and commitment to your industry:
• More than 23 years serving
the broadcast industry.
• More than 60 operating
installations of Delta
C-QUAM AM stereo
systems in the U.S., Canada,
Australia and Africa.
(And the number continues
to grow.)

• C-QUAM is a registered trademark of Motorola. Inc.
Manufactured under license from Motorola. Inc.

single channel, closed loop
exciter monitor

* 50%
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has noticed that, even in major markets,
seemingly successful station CEs are setting up their own contract engineering
businesses on the side.
In markets of all sizes, contract engineers are servicing many of stations,
often handling 5, 7, 12 or more stations
by themselves, or with the help of an
assistant or part-time operators.
Here are some of the questions the new
section will explore:
Is it the volatility of the marketplace
that is driving engineers to abandon fulltime positions to opt for the security ( or
risks) of operating their own businesses?
Is it because salaries for full-time positions are so low that CEs are forced out
of these positions out of economic
necessity?
Are CEs no longer challenged by the
tasks presented at one sole station?
Are GMs letting their engineers go,
realizing that they can spend less on technical support and take home a bigger
percentage of the gross?
The biggest question of all is, are radio
stations suffering as a result of these
changes?
What RW hopes to do with its new
Contract Engineering section is to examine the causes behind the rise in contract engineering and to explore the
hands-on issues in the day-to-day practice of typical ( and not-so- typical) contract engineers.
We're interested in big practices and in
solo efforts— and we'll be exploring
every aspect of contract engineering,
from business to technical issues.
We hope this section will generate
comments and ideas— from contract engineers and all our other readers. Let us
know what you think!

For complete information on
ASE- 1 AM Stereo Exciters
and ASM-1 AM Stereo
Modulation Monitors, contact
Delta at (
703) 354-3350.
Delta Electronics, Inc.
5730 General Washington Drive
P.O. Box 11268
Alexandria, Virginia 22312
(703) 354-3350
Telex: 90-1963

(continued from page 11)
elapsed time. To understand the operation of the timer, start with the 60cycle
dock pulses and follow them through the
divide by 6 and divide by 10. This gives
us a 1-second clock pulse to drive the
seconds digit of the clock. Each counter
or divider produces an output which is
used by the following stage as an input
all the way through to the last counter,
which displays hours.
The circuit in Figure 3is adequate for
displaying time, but would pose problems if the time were to be latched. Even
if we use synchronous counters, we are
still rippling from one stage to the next.
This is anontrivial problem in microprocessor applications, and is usually
solved by one of several rather kludgy
methods. The most common solution is
to have the software read the time twice
and compare the readings. If they are the
same, the number is assumed to be corred. If not, the time has to be read again.
The timer circuit in Figure 3 was intended as an example, but could easily
be built for aproduction timer if desired.
If there is sufficient interest, we'll publish
adetailed schematic.
Look for more on digital counters next
month. We'll prove they can do more
than just count.
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Considering + of Contracting
by Barry Mishkind
Tucson AZ ... You say you want a
challenge in life? Stimulation? Are you
tired of the same daily grind?
Why not consider consulting anumber
of stations, perhaps in the business of
contract engineering.
One of the joys of being a contract
engineer is the variety that it brings to
life.
You work in different locations, with
many different types of equipment, and,
as you are the boss, you get to set your
own working hours— that is, until the
day comes when several stations go
down at the same time. Then you get the
challenge and stimulation in one shot!
For those who give the subject plenty
of forethought, and who realize that being acontract engineer is abusiness like
any other, with all the problems, paperwork, and other attendant joys, contract
engineering can turn out to be quite
rewarding both professionally and
financially.
Knowing the essentials and how to
avoid the pitfalls are the ideas behind
Radio World's new section dealing with
the contract engineer.
Defining your business
First things first. Who and where are
your clients going to be?
This is important, as not everyone
lives in an area with amillion stations
within 20 or 30 miles. Unless you have
several main clients in your hometown,
you had better like to drive alot, in all
kinds of weather. (That means the first
"tool" you will need is areliable vehicle,
suitable for the area in which you will
work.)
This may seem like an odd question,
but will the prospective clients pay
enough to make the venture worthwhile?
Ihave personally turned down more stations than I've taken on, due to owners
who think $50 or $75 is enough for me
to drive acouple of hours each way and
deal with any maintenance problems that
might have cropped up in the last six
months or so.
By defining your area of interest, you
can get alist of all of the stations in the
area, and identify the ones that do not
have afulltime engineer, whether it be
for cost reasons or simple unavailability
in the market. A letter to the manager,
followed up by aphone call, will reveal
if there is any interest.
At this point you need to have ready
answers to several questions:
• What is your background and
experience?
• Do you have recommendations?
• Do you have your own tools and
test gear?
• How many clients are you serving,
Barry Mishkind, aka RW's "Eclectic
Engineer," is astation consultant in Tucson, where he is building "yet another"
radio station. He can be reached at
602-296-3797.

and where?
• Are you reachable at all times?
• How much do you charge?
Let's consider these points, and how
you cannot only be prepared to answer
the questions, but also have aprofitable
business as acontract engineer.
Tell them who you are
Whether you put aresume in your initial letter ( the best approach), or simply
expect to answer questions later, it is important to have listed the things you have
done that prepare you for this job.

Eclectic
I EngineerWhat electronics courses did you take
in school, at what level? Do you have
adegree? What licenses or certifications
do you hold? What maintenance experience have you had at other radio stations? Are you familiar with all the
equipment to run AM, FM, SU, RPU,
automation systems, etc.?
What additional skills can you offer,
such as general maintenance or computer
knowledge?
Remember, you are selling your skills
as aprofessional. The client has the right
to know if you know his type of operation, or if you will be doing OJT.
Closely allied with your background
are recommendations from previous employers and stations for whom you have
worked, even if only helping another engineer build or test afacility. A letter of
appreciation is nice to show, but be sure
that any person you name as areference

knows what you are doing, so they are
not surprised when acall comes in checking on you. Of course, after a time, if
you do good work, you will become well
known and, joy of joys, stations will
start calling you to help them out!
Tools of the trade
Next comes the question of how you
will do your job. You will have to have
some tools, and likely some test gear.
If all your stations are local, and well
equipped, this may be minimal, as you
can use the station's equipment. At times,
Ihave even written into the contract that
it was the station's responsibility to provide basic test gear. More on this later.
On the other hand, serving a lot of
tiny stations in the rurals may well require that you provide everything.
A middle course might be a station
that will lease you their test equipment
for a fee or percentage of your fees.
In any event, it is counterproductive
to pull up to any station and be without
the basic needs to do your job. Investing
in agood DMM and scope is astart, but
where will the tones and distortion readings come from while you are working?
These questions need to be answered before you start seeking clients.
One place to look for your initial inventory is the "Broadcast Equipment Exchange" in the pages of this very newspaper. Other engineers in the area may
also have some used equipment in the
back room, and you may be able to find
some real bargains.
Less costly, but still necessary, are
spare parts. Again, there may be awide
variety of situations among the stations

The Studio Timer.
The TM- 1is the versatile studio broadcast
timer.
Five bright, 5/8" high LED's display time up
to 9:59:59. Front panel push- buttons allow
operator control of all timer
functions.
Rear panel,
barrier strip
connectors
allow
complete
remote
control plus
provide six
machine
reset
functions.

you plan to service. One may stock all
critical parts one or two deep. Another
may simply have an account at the local
Radio Shack.
Anticipate that there will be items that
you cannot purchase in the middle of the
night. A box of assorted ICs, resistors,
capacitors, switches, pushbuttons, pots,
etc., in the trunk will make life so much
easier than you might believe.
Don't forget the hand tools, soldering
tools, alligator clips, head degausser,
patch cables and other items.
You literally cannot carry enough for
all the unexpected things that will occur.
If you are not willing to invest enough
cash to have the items mentioned, and
more, you cannot do a quality job. If
you are unable to do this, you may not
be in afinancial position to go out on
your own at this time. First, think
through carefully and realistically what
you can or can't do.
Beep beeep beeeeeeep
To be successful, you must satisfy the
client that he can receive service when
necessary. That goes double if he is off
the air. And here are two mutually conflicting requirements.
Obviously, unless you have a great
deal with one station, you need to work
for several. The manager of apotential
client will want to know how available
you are if he needs you. He may even
be curious to know if you work for adirect competitor.
If you have several clients in amarket,
and astorm hits, which will you care for
first? Don't think this doesn't happen.
(continued on page 16)

Make any production or air studio more
productive with the TM- 1studio timer from
Radio Systems.
Specifications:
Displays: Five, seven segment, 5
/
8"high LED's
Time base: Line
Rate: One second increments
Count: Up- time

Contact your
favorite dealer
or call...

Rama sYSTEMS

INC.

5113 W. Chester Pike, Edgemont, PA 19028 • 215/356-4700
Call 800/523-2133 (in PA call 800/423-2133)
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Figure 1.

A Necessary Evil • • •
by William Weeks
Newburgh NY . . . It is still a matter of
convenience and necessity to measure the
impedance of AM broadcast antennas
from time to time. That it has to be done
only from time to time and not very ;
Figure 2.
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The Orban 622B Parametric Equalizer has achieved
near- legendary status in the broadcast industry for
good reason. It is the most flexible, musically-useful
equalizer on the market today. And, it offers the
broadcaster unlimited versatility in production room
sweetening as well as the capability to be used on
the program line to tailor the sound of the station.

The demanding broadcaster will also appreciate
Orban broadcast-quality construction, stability,
reliability, and responsive customer service. Call or
write today for details.

Of bau Orban Associates Inc. 645 Bryant St.

San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957-1067
TLX: 17-1480

.
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45 minutes worth of calculations with a
4-function calculator will yield acorrection factor of about 0.1% on a low reactance tower near 50 ohms. A tenth of
a percent is negligible, to say the least,
unless you are awhole lot better at making initial balances while slapping mosquitoes than Iam.
Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending on your viewpoint), that correction
can become more like 5% or 10% on
towers with high resistance and high reactance, a significant figure.
The theory here is that the bridge, like
all test equipment, is actually making its
measurements at its terminals. The inductance of the leads is in series with the
load, and is corrected out in the seriessubstitution measuring process, if you
have been careful not to move the leads
much when switching from ground to the
measuring point of interest.
The capacitance of the connecting
lead, however, is in parallel with the unknown reactance, and will cause measuring errors that increase with frequency

The 622B combines full, 4-band parametric EQ along
with tunable notch filters to offer extraordinary control. Our " constant-Q" design provides - 40dB attenuation while allowing gentle broadband EQ as well.
This means that the 622B can greatly reduce equipment requirements in the production studio.
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Rx = Unknown resistance
XX = Unknown reactance
X = Lead capacitance
Ra = Indicated resistance ( dial reading)
Xe = Indicated reactance ( dial divided by F Mhz)
e

sell for $5.95, work on internal solar batteries, and measure the impedance of a
tower in under one second from a
distance of 10'.
Since only a few of us do it, and not
all that often, we still have to use bulky
and balky equipment that was new, if
not state of the art, 35 or more years ago.
The advantage of this system is that
it gives some of us something to do from
time to time on an overnight.
The result is that many of us still get
to deal with General Radio 916 or 1606
bridges occasionally. They are, as these
things go, rugged and well-designed
pieces of gear that are very well-suited
to their purposes.
Once you have finally memorized
that, with these boxes, you divide the
reactance dial reading by the frequency
in megahertz ( rather than multiply, as
with an OIB), there will be no subtle
traps to make your night less pleasant.
Ishould say "most of the time" ( look,
if this were too easy, the GM's brotherin-law, who has tinkered with his stereo
all his life, would be doing this for half
the money).
One little tidbit that can get lost is the
correction for lead capacitance, buried in

,
ummysa.moube.i.elluMMUMNINWedg.s.

2

Where:

the back of the 916 instruction book.
The reason that it can get lost is that

)

Re
3 ( ----)

xa

very often leads indirectly to the circumstance that not every person in the country will participate in this particular bit
of recreation.
The disadvantage is that it remains
rather a pain to make these measurements. If everyone had to do it every few
days, by now we would have hand-held
digital RF impedance meters that would

It speaks
for itself.

=

Re
( )+

and with the inductance of the load.
General Radio was nice enough to derive equations for approximate corrections for this lead capacitance. These
equations are given here in Figure 1.
General Radio indicates that the capacitances to ground are, approximately,
8.5 pF for the long lead, and 3.2 pF for
the short lead.
These capacitances will vary considerably with lead dress in the particular
measuring circumstances, and are best
measured on the spot with a digital cap
tester. Put the cap tester right on top of
the bridge, move the test lead plug as little as possible to connect it to the cap tester, and try to disconnect the other end of
the test lead without moving it at all.
I have written a program for the
HP-41 programmable calculator which
calculates the unknown impedance from
the dial indications of resistance and reactance ( remember the minus for capacitative reactance), the measuring frequency, and the lead capacitance. That program is given here as Figure 2.
What will happen is that impedances
that are very inductive will end up with
alower resistance than is indicated on the
dial, and impedances that are very capacitative will end up with a higher resistance than is indicated on the dial. And
that, perhaps, will explain why the efficiency factor of your transmitter doesn't
make any sense at all, and can't seem to
be fixed.
As an example, Imeasured a single
tower that was tall and had an FM antenna hanging on it several days before I
read about all of this stuff in the book.
The dial readings on the 916 were 590
ohms resistance and 499 ohms capacitative reactance (
at 1340 kHz). Ifigured
that the base current for 1kW should be
1.30 amps. The transmitter efficiency
was about 5% worse than it should have
been.
With lead corrections ( lead capacitance was 7 pF), the resistance became
616 ohms, the reactance — 359 ohms,
and the required current 1.27 amps; the
efficiency about right.
Now let the GM's brother-in-law figure that one out.
William Weeks, owner/president of
Hungry Wolf Electronics, is a contract
engineer for radio stations in the Newburgh, NY area. He can be reached at
914-564-5837.
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Small Arc
Revealing
by Henry Ruh
Chicago IL ... The station had been on
the air for some time using aGates FM
10B war-horse transmitter. It was old,
but like all good things, was performing
well and had nearly zero downtime.
The problem was apersistant hum in
the audio. The engineer had checked the
studio equipment, sn and everything
else and could not find the hum. It was
not a baseband hum.
While all FM noise and distortion figures were reasonable (except for the hum),
the AM noise was filled with AC component and measured about 27 dB S/N!
A check of the exciter and driver
showed no problem, but the final was
where the hum was entering the signal.
Normal checks of the power supply
showed that there was no fault in the rectifiers, filter caps or choke. The screen
supply was clean also.
Not having ahigh voltage probe for the
scope was aproblem. It was easy enough
to monitor the screen voltage directly (less
than 1,000 V) and the bias voltage.
Trying to scope the high voltage at the
metering point ( about 1V) had too much
RF interference. Back to the basics.
The exposed connections in the HV
supply were tight and clean.
The Variac on the screen was in good
condition with no signs of arcing.

As Iset the meter down behind the
Variac ( having removed the main air
blower), Inoticed asmall arc. Probing
the various cables did not locate the arc,
but a few taps on the cabinet did!
The arc was located on the main AC
input lines. These are connected to compression clamps. The AC then runs
across three copper straps to compression
straps on the other side. On the far side,
six wires connected the AC to the main
two breakers. There was little left of the

compression clamps.
Apparently the AC mains had had a
lightning strike. The arc-over caused an
initial burn of the supporting phenolic,
which allowed the metal parts of the
clamp to work loose from vibration from
the air blower, which is mounted to the
same base plate afew inches away. Normal inspection would not find the problem since the connections were hidden.
Removing the blower allowed visual
inspection. Over the weeks, the weakened

Fostex
MULTI TRACKER 4 CHANNEL
CASSETTE RECORDER
Model X-15
The X-15 is the most compact, most
affordable 4-track studio package you
can buy. A battery operated multitrack
tape recorder with built-in 4x2mixer
lets you overdub, ping-pong, and mixdown. Dolby B NR, pitch control and
individual headphone level control,
peak reading LEDs, soft touch transport controls. Option: AC Adaptor.

Henry Ruh is CE of WMAQ-TV and
afrequent contributor to RW. He can be
reached at 312-861-5535.

4

connection continued to arc and burn until the wires and clamps only made casual
connection. The I
2R losses became high
enough that the power supply filtering
became insufficient and the hum
developed. Replacing the cables and the
clamps solved the problem; the hum, AC
noise and AM noise went away.
Moral of the story: be sure to check
even the hard-to-get to connections when
doing your transmitter inspections, even
the AC mains! Case closed.

TRULY PORTABLE - WORKS ON BATTERIES:
ITS OWN OR AUTOMOTIVE AND AC

4te

Mfg. list $350.00

FM Antennas
FCC Directionals
Multistations
Rigid Transmission Line
Pattern Studies
Combiners

Shively Labs
a division of

Howell Laboratories. Inc

51 Harrison Rd
Bridgton, ME 04009
(207) 647-3327
TWX-710-223-8910 SHIVELY BRGT

BSW SPECIAL
$299.00
TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER
1-800-426-8434
BROADCAST SUPPLY WEST • 7012- 27th ST. W. • TACOMA, WA 98466
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Considering + of Contracting

The more flexible you can be without
giving away the house, the easier you
will find it to write contracts.

(continued from page 13)
One night a storm hit here in Tucson,
and six transmitters went down at the
same time, involving two clients and
another AM/FM that Iwas covering for
another engineer.
(One of my favorite cartoons shows
a man with smoke coming from his
pocket, and a cohort saying " three
signals hit his beeper at the same time!")
It is a nightmare which does happen.
Ihave tried to resolve this by having
aclear understanding with each client,
and encouraging the use of auxiliary
transmitters. Yet, Istill have to contend
with the "how soon will you get us back
up?" syndrome.
One way to minimize this problem is
to try to keep your client list at areasonable level, consistent with your financial
needs. In other words, don't get greedy.
There are alot of guys out there that
take on too many stations, even during
fair weather. If you can't do agood job
for each station, it reflects poorly on you,
and will have an adverse affect later.
If possible, it's best to avoid contracts
with stations that will not contract for
enough time to do proper preventive
maintenance. In turn, this limits the
number of clients you can handle at one
time.

Contracts
Speaking of contracts ( and what
would acontract engineer be without a
contract?), the important thing to remember is to be specific. Spell out exactly what you will do for the station, and
on what terms. If you are to be the chief
operator, this should be noted in the contract, as well as the duties you will perform as such.
Also, be sure to clearly spell out the
station's responsibility to you, both in
terms of payment, parts reimbursement,
and agreement to act on any report you
may make regarding the legal operation
of the facility.
A simple contract is all that is necessary to satisfy the FCC and does not require alot of legal advice. A page and
ahalf in your word processor ( you do
have acomputer, don't you?) can be customized for aclient in a short time.
Contract engineering can be a lot of
fun and can open up your world in many
ways. If you think you'd like to do it,
sit down and count the costs as well as
the benefits. Radio World will be there
to help.
Remember, this is your newspaper. Let
RW know what questions or needs that
you may have, and watch for valuable
tips in these pages.

Again, it is better to turn down aprospective client that calls if you cannot do
agood quality job than to make aquick
buck. That prospective client may well
call again later on if he feels you really
have his interests at heart— and, isn't that
really what a service business is all
about?
On the other hand, out in some rural
areas, it may be that there are isolated
stations that will not pay except when
they are off the air. In the meantime,
these stations get by letting the PD do
light maintenance.
In this , be sure that your fee reflects the value of your specialized expertise and availability. Your 24-houron-call service should decidedly not be
free.
In addition to all your other costs of
doing business, you have to add the costs
of apager, mobile phone and/or backup engineers. Good communication is
not cheap; however, it pays off as
managers are impressed with prompt
response to their calls.
The bottom line
To properly consider all the aspects of
how to charge would take several whole
articles. You will likely see several such
treatments in these pages in the future.

Talk Shows
Aren't Tbugh I
Anymore

Just now, we can consider some
highlights.
Your charge must be calculated to
cover your living expenses and profit.
Yet, do not forget that as aself-employed
person, you must pay the taxes that an
employer would take out. A nasty surprise occurs each springtime if you
forget.
Also, do not forget the costs of your
equipment, pager, auto and supplies.
Unless you don't expect ever to relax,
you must plan for and cover the costs of
vacation time away from work.
You may think that $15 or $20 an hour
sounds good, but with everything figured
in, it turns out to be alot less than you
might think.
There is some debate over whether
you should contract for aflat fee from
stations, work only on an hourly basis,
or acombination. This is something you
must decide for yourself as to what
works best. Some stations need to keep
costs steady, some only ask that you do
what is absolutely necessary, and still
others want everything done regardless
of cost.
Usually astation will agree to aflat fee
contract with an escape clause for emergency calls or special construction to be
an extra charge.
2
BD980 Comes Fully
Loaded.

Stereo Audio So Clean . .

Stereo operation, 20kHz.
bandwidth and 10 seconds of
delay are standard. And
BD980 is priced to be a
great value.

You'll want to keep the BD980
in-line at all times. BD980 features 16 bit linear PCM design
and 50kHz digital sampling
rate.

Cleanest, Fastest
Catch-up Ever .. .
Automatically builds up delay
quickly and inaudibly. Uses
exclusive Eventide patented
technology for catch-up quality
light-years ahead of earlier
designs.
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Eventide

All of BD980's automatic
modes can be set to give you
4, 6, 8 or 10 seconds of on-air
stereo delay.
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New Eventide BD980
Broadcast Delay
Takes The
Hassles Out Of
Talk Show Production
... Sounds Better, Too
Available Now! See how
easy talk shows can be —
Call your Eventide dealer to
arrange for ademo.
Or call Eventide direct at
1 (800) 446-7878.

Eventide
the next step
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It's A Stereo Time
Compressor, Too.
Instantly shortens (or lengthens) audio spots up to ten
seconds. Better stereo/mono
phase compatibility than
megabuck single purpose time
compressors. Works with ANY
cart or tape machine — variable speed NOT required.

6, 8, or 10 Seconds
Of Stereo Delay.

6
When It's Time To
Get OUT Of Delay . . .

7
Switch To A Helicopter
Traffic Report...

Just push the RAMP TO
ZERO button and go on with
the show. It's that simple.
Delay inaudibly " catchesdown" to zero. Frantic switching or monitoring hassles?
Forget ' em!

Or other " live cued" event,
with no timing or monitoring
hassles. Just push the WAIT &
EXIT button. The Eventide
BD980 makes the " impossible" switch easy!

As A Production Tool . . .
BD980's Manual mode lets
you set delay in one millisecond steps, from zero to 10
seconds. Ideal for vocal doubling, echo, and other effects.

Eventide Inc. ° One Alsan Way

9
Large Alphanumeric
Display.

Shows amount of delay,
"safe" reading and operating
mode at a glance. BD980
operating functions are fully
remoteable and plug-compatible with our BD955.

Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 ° (201) 641-1200
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Venting Spleen of AM Stereo
by Bill Sacks
Arlington VA ... In last month's column ( RW, 15 July), Imade acomment
about the Delco radio not being multimode. That certainly made the phone
ring! It seems that no matter in what context you use the term "AM stereo," it
comes off as an inflammatory remark.
But, as Will Rogers said, "All Iknow
is what Iread in the newspapers."
Igot acall from Rich Potykea, manager of Linear IC Applications at Motorola. That department had worked

rStraight

Talk

closely with Delco during the developmental stage of the radio. He stated,
"there were no properly licensed multimode chips available, and that Sony had
withdrawn the multimode receivers from
the market."
In addition, he said, the only licensed
C-QUAM decoder ICs were made by
Motorola, Sprague, Toko ( only for sale
in Japan) and Toshiba. These chips are
pin-for-pin compatible with Motorola's
MC 13020. He said 5,000,000 C-QUAM
decoder chips had been sold worldwide
so far and the business was growing.
Rich also stated that the Sony chip had
no 1/cosine O correction and could not
detect C-QUAM properly. Nor did it
have apilot detector, was additionally
prone to low frequency distortion, and
could be fooled easily by low frequency
Bill Sacks, asenior RW columnist, is
president of Straight Wire Audio. You
can call him at 800-368-2081 or 703-5227780.

phase modulation ( used on some stations
for utility load control).
He further went on to say that Sanyo
had announced amultimode chip, but he
did not believe that they would put it
into production because of poor CQUAM performance and lack of a license from Motorola.
National has withdrawn their Kahn decoder chip from the market, Rich added.
To sum it up, he told me that my comment in last month's column was wrong
because there were no properly licensed
multimode chips available in the US.
Simple enough, Ithought, still feeling a
bit like a stunned Will Rogers.
He also mentioned that low current
versions of the C-QUAM decoder ICs
(for personal portables) were now in
breadboard form and would be out soon.
The new C-QUAM chips will supposedly
have more features, including awhistle
filter.
Ifigured it might be agood idea to call
my friend Leonard Kahn, who Ihoped
would set me straight on the matter.
Whooeeeee !
Iguessed right— Leonard did have a
few things to say, not all of them complimentary about Motorola.
He first informed me that Sony had a
great new boom box out with multimode.
Kahn claimed that Motorola is infringing on Kahn's patent #4,018,994 by using
the cosine correction. He also informed
me that the trade-off in using this technique is additional noise instead of the
distortion, and that the C-QUAM decoder IC shuts off at a24 dB SNR.
Leonard also countered by informing
me that Sanyo has a new radio with
multimode—the MW 250. He also said

that Sanyo would be shipping its multimode chips at the rate of 200,000 per
month by the end of the year.
"Uh, Ionly work here ... "
Since Inow had two different stories,
it was time to go to the horse's mouth,
so to speak, and ask Sony. Ilassoed
Charles Kato, Sony's Audio Product
marketing manager.
Kato said that their original two multimode radios were discontinued because
they had reached the limit of their projected product life. Sony is avery market- driven company and its average
product life for small radios was under
two years; its original AM stereo radios
had been out for ahealthy three years.
Kato informed me that its new
multimode boom box, CFS 6000, is an
AM/FM/cassette (
with auto reverse and
Dolby B); it has five-band graphic EQ
and operates on AC or batteries. The
"Boom-Boom" box is athree-piece unit
with detachable three-way speakers and
agutsy power amplifier. The retail price
is $129.95.
Mr. Kato thought that there was at
least one currently available Sony car
radio that was multimode. But he said
that was a "another group," and he did
not know the model number. He stressed
that Sony's policy would not allow them
to produce any product without the

proper licensing, but once again said this
was out of his area of responsibility, and
that he could only assume that it was
taken care of properly.
Just call me "Will"
This is amess and I'm sorry Istepped
into it (Will Rogers never stepped into a
mess, at least not publicly).
Iwas involved with the EIA/NAB
multichannel television sound group as
aproponent of anoise reduction system.
This was avery competitive, open forum
with considerable A/B testing. There
were also double-blind tests using trained listeners and apsychoacoustician.
Iknew we weren't going to win, so I
withdrew from the competition before
the final vote and pledged my support
to the future winner, ( dbx). It is time to
do this with AM stereo, but it is only
possible if both systems are submitted for
side-by-side impartial evaluation.
That is why we have trade associations. Tests and measurements using
simulated interference and noise can be
complemented with field testing on real
stations in the real world.
Iagree with the Texar editorial/advertisement run 15 July and 1August in
RW. It is time for asingle standard. Let's
put some of this engineering talent
behind the AM improvement committee.
Happy trails and stay straight!

Introducing Gentner's
TC-100
The most versatile telephone coupler you can buy.

SPENCER BROADCAST
"YOUR SOURCE

FOR

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT"

—Priced from $2499—

..

...

,

Gentner's NEW TC-100 is much more than an ordinary telephone
coupler. It offers standard coupler features such as auto-answer/autodisconnect and latching or momentary tape starts... but it doesn't stop
there. The TC-100 can be used for on- air calls... I
FB to remote sites...
in alocal intercom system ( using standard phones)... even for remote
control ( with the optional Touch Tone® board installed).

the

The price? Only ,' 349.00.
Optional Touch Tone® board with dial- tone and busy' detection,
$100.00.
The TC-100 is available now through your broadcast distributor.

CALL FOR PRICING

1-800-221-6941
(602-242-2211)
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How to Develop Media Strategy
by John M. Cummuta
Chicago IL ... Over the past several
months we've been covering the rather
technical aspects of correctly establishing
amarketing plan for abusiness. Some
John Cummuta is RW management
editor and GM at WCFL, Chicago. Call
him at 312-963-5000.

of the topics have been pretty dry, and
in reviewing past columns, Isee that a
lot of information was crammed in them.
Marketing is not something you can adequately explain in 25 words or less.
This article deals with something alittle closer to home for broadcasters—
namely, how to properly select the right
medium or media for agiven advertising or marketing effort.

You can't compete effectively for listeners if your
station sounds just like everyone else's. And the way to
stand out is with outstanding sound of the kind you get
with CRL's outstanding FM-4system.
CRL's FM 4gives you the spectral shaping flexibility you need to sound different from other stations using
the single unit processor. The CRL advantage comes from
our intelligent building block approach. An approach that
gives you the options you want.
Begin with our SPP 800 Stereo Preparation Processor and our SEP 800 Spectral Energy Processor for individually selectable four-band compression. Then add our
SMP 800 Stereo Modulation Processor and our SG 800
Stereo Generator and you are equipped to stand out on the
airwaves as never before.
,If you haven't heard what CRL technology can
do, you don't know what you're missing. For a 10-day free
trial at your station just call CRL toll-free at (800) 535-7648
and we'll make immediate arrangements for your local
CRL dealer to give you ademonstration.

Imight as well say it right up front;
radio isn't always the best choice, or even
asmart choice. The medium best suited
for your purpose depends on who you
are trying to reach, and what you expect
to accomplish.
Your media strategy should define
how you want to use your advertising
budget to reach the maximum number of
people in your target audience efficient-

Cal! CRL today for sound that stands out tomorrow
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CRL Systems
2522 W. Geneva Ave., Tempe, Arizona 85282
602-438-0888; Telex: 350464 CRL TMPE UD

10-day free trial call now toll-free (800) 535-7648
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ly and effectively. It's also based on the
primary image you wish your target
audience to have of you. Thus, your
strategy should take into account where
you're coming from ( image) and whom
you're targeting that image at ( target
market).
It logically follows, then, that media
strategy will dictate media selection, because that selection should be in harmony with your intended image and the
target toward which it's aimed.
For example, if you were trying to project an image for wholesome family
products or services for low income individuals, you most likely wouldn't advertise in Playboy. Why? Because the
Playboy image is not harmonious with
yours and it's not aimed at low income
families.
Budget
Before we move too far into the reasons for selecting one medium over
another, let's go back to our original
statement that the purpose of the media
strategy is to define "how you want to
use your advertising budget to reach the
maximum number of people in your target audience."
How do you determine your advertising budget?
There are three ways.
The first, an all-too-common method,
is to base advertising expenditures on a
percentage of sales. This concept has little meaning, for two reasons.
Advertising expenditures, as apercentage of sales, vary dramatically from industry to industry. Some cosmetic companies spend nearly 20% of their annual
sales dollars on advertising, while dairy
companies spend as little as 1.5%.
Then, if your sales are small, you'll
spend a small amount on advertising,
guaranteeing you afuture of small sales.
While the larger competitors might be
spending the same percentage, they are
spending larger amounts, thereby increasing their lead over you.
The second common method of determining budget is to match the competition's expenditures. This is not as counterproductive as is using the percentage
of income method, but at best it simply
assures a future of status quo.
The best way of determining your advertising budget is by deciding precisely
what you wish to accomplish with it.
Then spend whatever it takes.
Reach/frequency formula
Once you've clearly identified your
target audience and the level of impact
you wish to have, you can calculate how
many impressions various advertising
schemes will give you. The formula is:
Reach XFrequency = Gross Number of
Impressions.
Frequency is the average number of
times your target audience has the opportunity of seeing or hearing your ad.
Reach is the percentage or number of
your target audience that has the opportunity of receiving your message at least
once. This is anet figure, and each person is counted only once.
Gross Number of Impressions is the
gross number of times your target audience has the opportunity of seeing or
hearing your ad.
The most important rule to remember
(continued on page 21)
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Court Rules on Radio Parentage
by Floyd Hall
Crestline CA ... DID YOU KNOW
THAT...
Marconi was not the father of radio?
No way! But let me explain.
Ihave said this before, but Ihave
come up with some new information. A
while back Iwrote alittle piece about
seeing Nikola Tesla give ademonstration
of his famous Tesla coil at aChatauqua.
Iwas a curious young boy, and the
demonstration gave me some thought.
What about this guy?
Well, Ihunted around, and came up
with abiography of Nikola Tesla, Tesla,
Man of Time, written by Margaret
Cheney, ascience writer. If any of you
are interested in the development of electrical and electronic science, get acopy.
Now, Istarted out by saying that Marconi was not ( as the FCC says in its telegrams), "Repeat," was not the father of
radio! You want some proof? Listen
carefully!

Old
Timer
On 21 June 1943, the United States
Supreme Court reversed an initial finding, and ruled that, "Tesla had anticipated all other contenders with his fundamental radio patents" ( See United States
Reports & Cases Adjudged in the Supreme Court of the United States, Vol.
320, "Marconi Wireless Co. of America
Versus United States," pp 1-80).
Dr. James R. Wait writes, "The simple picture shown, based on Tesla's
disclosure in 1893, is the birth of wireless
communication."
The strange thing is that Tesla was the
lather of AC distribution. It was he who
invented the rotating magnetic field and
the AC motor, and, with George Westinghouse, started and developed the
distribution of AC as we know it today.
At the time, in the late 1890s, Thomas
Edison and his Edison Electric Co. was
supplying DC light power to sections of
New York City, and he fought Tesla and
Westinghouse with every dirty means
possible. In advertising and pamphlet
distribution, he assured the public that
Tesla's alternating current was lethal, and
that if one came into contact with it, even
momentarily, it would kill! Of course,
Edison said his direct current— Isuppose
of the same voltage— was absolutely
safe!
In light of our knowledge today, all
this seems incredible.
Remember, Itold you along time ago
that Marconi did not invent radio! No!
Tesla did, and his American patents, and
our Supreme Court, prove it!
Haywire modifications
OK. Every now and then Irun into a
situation in which aCE at astation has
decided that the manufacturer of his
transmitter, or other equipment, didn't
know what they were doing, so, he
modifies it to make it work better— so
he thinks— and usually in the process
haywires it.

Iran into one recently, a10 kW FM
transmitter. Originally this transmitter
had a fuse block, to which 120 V was
connected from an outside source, and
distributed throughout the transmitter
for control, filaments, etc.
Now, this guy decided it was a nuisance to have to run 120 V to this fuse
block, so he ran one leg of the 240 V,
3-phase to the block, and grounded the
other side!

Of course, this gave him "about" 120
V for his control circuits, but set up all
kinds of loops and tension points ( Idiscovered this by blowing my ohmeter,
and burning my thumb!). Naturally, he
never recorded any of this.
This brings to mind the fact that, at
many stations, it is difficult to find an instruction book for the equipment, much
less the last "Antenna Proof of Performance." This latter is required to be

available for inspection, if not for the use
of the engineer to find out about his
directional antenna!
A goof
Speaking of directional antennas, I
want to tell you about agoof of mine not
long ago. This station has athree-tower,
in-line array, and we were planning to
move their Class B FM operation from
(continued on page 20)

RCA 77DX MICROPHONE

What makes aRadio Classic? Timeless design, flawless performance, outstanding value, and above all —
bullet-proof reliability. Because, in radio, we don't coddle
our classics.
The RCA 77DX is one such product. It set new standards in microphone performance. Even now, decades later, its quality still endures.
Arrakis Systems' SC audio consoles are Radio Classics too. Introduced in
1980, the SC series set new standards in design, performance and value.
Today, Arrakis SC consoles are the choice of more radio stations worldwide ti-nn any competitive unit in their class. Shown below is the 2000SC,
an outstanding value at $ 4695. Like all
Arrakis audio consoles, the 2000SC is
ultra- reliable. And it will continue to
deliver outstanding performance as the
SYSTEMS, INC
years go by. After all, that's what it takes
Call ( 303) 224-7878
to be aRadio Classic.
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ARRAKIS 2000 SC AUDIO CONSOLE

2000SC FEATURES:
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•Program, Audition, and
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•Telephone Mix-minus Buss.
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•Remote Equipment Start.
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Court Rules on Radio
(continued from page 19)
adifficult mountain site, and put the antenna on the center tower of the AM
array.
Now, because of the terrain surrounding this area, Isaid, "You don't need a
circularly polarized antenna." I had
available, for practically nothing, agood
horizontal antenna- 5bays— and Isaid,
"we can get afull 50 kW with your 10
kW transmitter."
He agreed, so we went ahead. ( By the
way, contrary to the beliefs and preaching of all young proponents of circularly polarized antennas for FM transmission, it has absolutely no effect on FM
reception in automobiles! If you want to
argue about this, just let me know, and
Iwill quote you some data obtained by
my old friend Victor Andrew, in the early days of the propaganda about circular
polarization).
Now, this station is not rich, so I
hunted around for an isocoupler for a
reasonable amount, without success. The
price of these things is out of reason. I
know what's in 'em. Iused to make ' em.
So-o-o, Itold the last supplier Italked
to to forget it— Iwould insulate the line.
This we did, for about 10% of the cost.
You wouldn't believe the guff Igot
from this. Everybody, including the
tower man who hung it up, said it
wouldn't work! Sheez! Ihave put FM
antennas and transmission lines on AM

towers before anybody ever heard of an
"isocoupler!"
Now, here is the goof. When Ifirst arrived at the station, Ilogged the operating parameters of the transmitter and
directional antenna, as Ialways do, and
made amental note that the DA was out
anyway, and would need some
adjustment.
Now, when an electrician came in to
install some conduit and wiring, he ran
atrencher right around the transmitter
building, right through the transmission
lines, sampling lines, control lines, tower
lighting lines and telephone lines and put
us out of business.
To save about 500 words, we spliced
everything out, and Iwent to work to
tune up the DA.
Icranked for about an hour, with very
poor results, then finally saw some light;
Imade afew tests, and found the coax
to the reference tower was open. I
blamed the guy who made the splice, but
later that night, Iremembered my log of
the operating parameters made before we
started work; got out my old notebook;
and whaddayaknow, that line was open
before— nobody knows how long before!
Well, of course, this only goes to show
that a careful check on the operating
parameters of a directional antenna
should be made from time to time. It is
surprising how little change in indicated
parameters can sometimes result when a
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line opens up. You can feed two towers
of athree- tower array, and you would
be surprised at the slight change in current and phase that will occur with the
third tower.
Of course, there will always be aconsiderable change in the impedance of the
common point, but you can adjust the
transmitter tuning and load adjustment
and come out about the same. In some
cases Ihave seen, even the monitoring
points didn't vary too much. In the case
Icited above, all the monitoring points
were way below maximum. But of
course, the station's coverage wasn't
worth adamn!
It seems these days, with the laxity of
FCC inspections, and no requirements
for qualified technicians at stations with
directional antennas, that almost nobody
cares about the accuracy of the operation, or the pattern. In many cases, in the
protection directions, the directional antenna is reducing signal toward the station's major population. If this is down,
so is their coverage, with subsequent loss
of audience.
Directional antennas are really simple

• Use with any telephone hybrid or frequency extender.
• High and Low Band EQ adjustments improve phone line
sound, reduce line hiss and hum.
• Aphexe processing improves high end content.

Floyd Hall is aregular RW columnist
and an engineering consultant at Consulting Radio Engineers, Crestline, CA.
Call him at 714-338-3338.

Satellite Antenna Survey
by Richard Josephson
St. Cloud MN ... Station managers for
100 of the 124 Minnesota FM radio stations listed in the Broadcasting/Cablecasting Yearbook 1985 recently responded to asurvey asking for information about their use of satellite antennas.
Results showed that 80% use satellite
antennas and that more commercial stations, 85%, use satellite antennas than
non-commercial stations, 69%.
Only 11% of the stations with power
levels of less than 500 W ERP were using satellite antennas.
Sixty-four percent were using their
satellite antennas for news, 36% for
programming and 11% for SCA
programming.
Fifty-five percent were using them for
more than one of these purposes. Of 12
other uses listed, none were listed by
more than 3% of the stations.
Clearly, satellite antennas are experiencing extensive use by FM radio stations,
especially those stations with more power.

I
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to maintain. As Ihave said many times
before, you just have to keep them clean,
tighten up the connections once in a
while, and watch the common point
current.
Iwas working on an antenna recently
when the FM transmitter went down.
They asked me to come over and see if
Icould find the trouble and get them
back on the air.
The transmitter was a 20 kW wellknown make, and there was no drive on
the PA. I pulled out a couple of
4CX300Bs, and they looked very black.
Iheld one of them up to the light, and
so help me, the cooling fins of this tube
were absolutely blocked with bugs! Bugs!
Small insects of some kind!
No way could any air get through. So,
both tubes were shot. Don't ask me why.
Of course, there were no air filters in the
back door of this transmitter, so what
could you expect. Idon't know.

Richard Josephson is an assistant professor at St. Cloud State University, St.
Cloud, MN.

Antenna versatility is also evident, considering the scope of purposes listed in addition to the primary purposes of news,
programming, and SCA programming.
The information was gathered between 14 March 1986 and 11 April 1986.

Translators
(continued from page 2)
qualifications.
NPR was concerned over the possible
establishment of a " de facto network of
translators" operating outside the FCC's
regulatory framework for full- service
radio.
Such a " network" would not operate
in the public interest, NPR maintained,
because parent stations whose translators
were removed from the primary station
could not have their programming influenced or affected by the citizens to
whom they were broadcasting.
Ultimately, NPR contended, the MBI
proposal may impede the development
of full-service public radio.
FCC docket number is MM 86-112.
For further information, contact Marcia
Glauberman at 202-632-6302.

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW

• Maintains consistent send level to caller.
• EASY installation - XLR connections, no internal adjustments.

Suggested list price $499.00.

GENTRIER
ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.

The Clear
Choice.

540 West 3560 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
(801) 268-1117
EasyLink 62852790
Telex II 910-380-6909 GENTNER UD

Circle Reader Service 15 on Page 33

Price $475.00
Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver,
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals
has continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter
in first I.F., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial
input. Adjacent channel (j25 kHz) down 70 dB. 19" rack mount, 31/
2" H, all metal
enclosure. In stock— available for immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
6 Curtis St • Athens OH 45701 • 614-593-3150
Circle Reader Service 46 on Page 33
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How to Develop Media Strategy
(continued from page 18)
about reach and frequency is that you always build frequency first, then expand
reach. In other words, dominate one
medium before you move into another.
Dominate one newspaper before you add
asecond. If you can't afford to dominate,
or at least make astrong impression in
agiven medium, don't get into it at all.
There are afew important points to be
made regarding the reach and frequency numbers. Research indicates that only about half of the people using agiven
medium at any point in time actually receive the message of your ad. The others
are in the kitchen, looking at adifferent
page or daydreaming. So you have to
run a frequency twice as high as the
number of actual exposures you need.
Research also has determined that the
most effective number of exposures is between two and four. That is, the average
person will come to a decision about
your message after hearing it between
two and four times.
So, considering that that same average
person will perceive your message only
about half the number of times he's ex-

posed to it, you'll need to run aschedule
with a frequency of between four and
eight to achieve effective exposure.
The A.I.D.A. sequence
A.I.D.A. stands for Awareness. Interest, Desire, Action, the sequence the
average person goes through before coming to the buying point in response to
advertising.
Now we can discover how different
media can play their effective roles in this
sequence.
Let's use the example of atire dealer.
He probably spends most of his money
in the newspapers, but what really happens when we consider the AIDA principle? Most likely he's offering specials on
his tires, and the deals are probably
good.
But maybe the average person who
does need new tires doesn't know it. Unaware of his need, the would-be consumer shows no interest in the ad, and turns
the page. The ad, even though it is a
good one, fails to meet its potential.
Now let's say that the same tire dealer
complements the newspaper campaign

with an awareness campaign on radio
that explains the symptoms of worn or
wearing tires and details the specials
listed in the newspaper.
The purpose of the radio flight is to
give the potential customer an awareness
of his need and an interest in looking for
adeal on new tires. Now when he sees
the special offer in the paper, it raises his
Interest to Desire, and he is much more
likely to take Action.
Another example might be the selling
of high-ticket items, such as boats or office equipment, which require large advertising schedules. These sales can rarely
be accomplished with one impression
through one medium. People just don't
make snap decisions on large expenditures.
Proper use of diversified media might
include adirect- mail campaign to ahighly targeted market of likely prospects for
these high-ticket items. The mail campaign could be followed by personal
phone calls made for setting up appointments for in-person sales presentations.
The scenario could be further expanded by introducing aradio or other

mass-media advertising campaign to
create ageneral Awareness of the product or service. The direct-mail package
might raise the prospect to alevel of Interest. The phone contact could create
enough Desire to get you an appointment. And the in-person presentation
would certainly move the prospect to the
Action of buying what you're selling.
There! We've successfully blended four
media into an effective and efficient advertising campaign, which was certainly apart of an intelligently designed marketing plan.
Once again, we've covered a lot of
ground with alittle ink. Isuggest to anyone who's serious about understanding
marketing, and the role it can play in the
success of abusiness, that he read all the
books he can get his hands on. Irecommend concentrating on books published
in the last four or five years.
We've shown you that different media
can accomplish different tasks, and that
there is abit of science involved in determining what number of commercials,
whether broadcast or print, are needed
to achieve agiven goal. With this understanding, you should be able to better
promote your station to its target audience, and better help your commercial
clients to achieve their marketing goals.

POWER DOESN'T HAVE
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you need is more technology on your
"Make it louder!" You have to for •
maximum signal range and maxi- side.
mum listener cumes. " Now it's too
The digitally-controlled TEXAR
harsh!" Up goes listener burn-out,
and down go average-quarter-hours. AUDIO PRISM Tm can put the clean
power of digital technology to work
It's a contradictory situation and for you. Digital technology spawned
it's atough one to be in. There just the personal computer revolution,
doesn't seem to be acombination of makes CD players work, and can put
settings on the audio processors that clarity back in your air sound without
makes everyone happy. Still looking sacrificing loudness.
for the elusive " magic combination"?
The AUDIO PRISM has been the
Maybe you've done as much as you
can with what you have. Maybe what audio processor of choice for the # 1,

TEXRP

#2 and #3rated stations in America's
largest market, New York City ...
for four Arbitrons in a row.*
Get the clean power of digital control working for you today. Call Barry
Honel at (412) 85-MICRO and arrange for a 10 day demo in your
station. Considering demoing another brand of processor? Let us
know! We'll make every effort to
make the delivery dates coincide so
you can hear the difference for
yourself.

616 Beatty Road, Monroeville, PA 15146-1502
(412) 856-4276
'Summer '
85, Fall '
85, Winter 86 and Spring '86 Arbitran Ratings, New York MSA,
Total Persons 12 + Share, Mon-Sun, 6A- 12M. (Used with permission.)
(412) 85-MICRO
Circle Reader Service 39 on Page 33
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Back in 1978, KIDD COMMUNICATIONS
made its first sale, aturn-key installation for
KYDS - Sacramento, California.
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In 1980 we became an authorized ORBAN
Broadcast Dealer. Our first sale was the last
Model 8000. Since that time, our sales of
AM, FM, and TV Optimods as well as ORBAN Pro-Audio Products have totaled over
three quarters of amillion dollars! We'd like
to say:

«bon
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][1QUJQ ,
$4,995
NOW ONLY $ 1,995

8100A/1
8100XT

8182A TV Audio Processor for
Satellite Audio Uplinks

$4,995

THANKS AMERICA!!!
to our friends and customers throughout the
nation who have purchased from us.
As processing and stereo generator needs
develop, talk to KIDD COMMUNICATIONS.
We are experts in ORBAN products. Our extensive product knowledge, experience and
good working relationship with the factory
can help you select the right product from
the outset and receive it on time!!!

°ph:mop-Tv
*lb«

9100A/1 MONO

NOW ONLY $ 3,995

Kahn Stereo
C-QUAM Stereo

$5,395
$5,795

8182SG TV Stereo Generator

$4,995

Remember our
original Catalog?
"The Studio Optimod"

424A Gated Compressor/Limiter/
D-Esser (2 Channel)

11113-84

1111

$989

•

•
1118/1 Spring
Reverberation (2 Channel)

•

TRADE- UP YOUR MODEL 8000 FM!
Receive credit towards the purchase of a new
8100A/1 OR if you are looking for a used Model

CALL US TODAY!

418A Stereo Compressor/Limiter

$899

916-961-6411
$1,895

8000 FM,

$879

$899

275A Automatic Stereo
Synthesizer

!CATIONS

622B Parametric Equalizer

We are currently in the process
of designing 80 new pages for
our 1987 Catalog. To ensure that
you receive an early copy, send
us your business card or a letter
today. Also let us know if you
have any present broadcast
equipment requirements.
Thanks again!
Chris Kidd
KIDD COMMUNICATIONS

4096 Bridge Street, Suite 4

674 Stereo Graphic Parametric Equalizer
(with HP/LP Filters,
Barrier Strip Terminals

916-961-6411

8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Pacific Daylight Time

Fair Oaks, California 95628

Circle Reader Service 23 on Page 33
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Autogram AC-6: Built to Last
by Nick Pollacia, Jr.
Owner/GM, Pene Broadcasting
Leesville LA ... Ever hear the sounds an
old tube console makes when an announcer dumps acold drink tnside?
First there is this hiss, followed by a
whine, which dissolves into asound similar to fturn
Then comes silence and awonderful
shade of white on the face of the befuddled operator who can literally see his
whole career going up in smoke.
Even though they were vulnerable to
such things, the old tube-type consoles
were nearly indestructable—or better
yet, announcer proof! So when you want
to replace apiece of equipment that has
served for 25 years, it is with a bit of
trepidation that you start to consider the
new guys on the block.
Everyone has their own list of expectations in starting the search for new equipment. At the head of the list is cost; you
always expect that the one you really
want will cost more than you can afford.
Next is the great variable— what you
want from apiece of equipment. In our
case we wanted a console that could
operate with aminimum of "hair pulling"
in an RFprone environment stemming
from our co-located studios and transmitter site.
An angel, in the guise of aquiet con-

suiting engineer, suggested the Autogram
AC-6for use in anewly remodeled production room. With 23 inputs, it offered
an enormous amount of flexibility and
came attached to aprice tag we could afford. Most important, its design seemed
to offer us the RF protection we needed.

rUser

Report
Three years later Istill consider that
decision one of my most "inspired"—so
much so that last year we added the
AC-8for use in the FM control room.
Autogram consoles are virtual audio
"battleships," featuring all-aluminum
'bullet-proof construction. They're durable enough to withstand the best that
your "worst" can dish out.
The front panel is designed for func-

tionality. It's uncluttered and dominated
by large, illuminated true VU meters.
You can arrange your audio sources any
way you want them.
We have found that transitional time
needed for learning is virtually nonexistent with new announcers because the
console is so easy to operate. The announcer has in front of him/her everything needed: from remote control,
start/stop switches, to an optional auto
clock that gives time, temperature and
count-up time.
The Autogram console is designed to
meet any interior decorating requirement, and has an engraved front panel
for long-lasting legends.
Maintenance for the Autogram is as
straightforward as is its operation. The
Autogram utihzes canned modules that
can be changed by nontechnical people.
Each of the modules is warranted for two

by Mike Callaghan, CE
KIIS-FM
Los Angeles CA ... When you considered high quality audio consoles in 1945,
chances are you thought of a nice,
spacious Western Electric. In 1965, it

brcadcast service

Model BR- 10 is a rack- mounted VHF or UHF base station
receiver designed for broadcast remote pickup service This
receiver has dual frequency capability built in
BR 10

Single Freq. $ 1045

would have been an RCA BC-7or aCollins 212. In 1985, the console that came
to mind most often would probably be
one built by Pacific Recorders, in Carlsbad, CA. Their line of BMX-II boards
was well advertised, widely used and
well thought of.
At KIIS, we were faced with building
four new studios in early 1985. In selecting consoles, we also thought of Pacific
Recorders. They had recently introduced
anew model. the BMX-III. It was to be
a compromise between the ABX, their
full multitrack production board, and the
well-established but less lavish BMX-II.
It takes courage to be apioneer; when
the order was placed we knew we'd be
starting without spare modules, extender
cards or even instruction manuals.
These boards had their share of initial
problems, and we learned alot that we
wouldn't have learned otherwise. They
require the teual amount of maintenance.
Pacific Recorders is providing the parts
we need, and at reasonable cost. Technical help is easily available and knowledgeable when it comes to special modifications, and we are gratified with the
product and the service it provides.
Once our startup problems were behind us, the boards went on the air without further mishap or incident.
Exemplary layout
Functionally, the boards are very well
laid out. Eera panel space is available
on either side of the factory-supplied
modules far custom switches and lights.
The operating controls are easy to reach
and manipulate. The buffer-amplifierdriven meters are large and well placed,

•

Editor's note: For more information,
contact Ernest T. Ankele, Jr. at Autogram, 214-424-8585. The author can be
contacted at 318-239-3403.

KUS Finds BMX-III a Good Risk

Models RF'T-25 and APT- 40 RPU Transmitters provide
,JtIcornpromtsed performance In portable and mobile remote

è . ----- - - - - e IL / r* • • If • IL ••• 1,•

years, and the factory in Plano, Tèxas offers technical assistance and prompt service on modules and parts.
After the two-year warranty period,
Autogram offers a direct exchange on
modules at anominal cost. The modules
are identical in the AC-6, AC-8and the
IC-W, which means aminimum requirement of spare modules.
All in all, for us it was the perfect
blend of technical excellence with functional, durable design. It's built to last
and it sounds great!
One other thing ... there's a sloped
top, to make it impossible to put acold
drink where it never should have
been ... I
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and the design logic includes some nice
features.
These include the ability to feed outside inputs into extra positions on the
auxiliary meter selector. We bring outputs from the FM and AM stereo modulation monitors into these, so that we can
continuously monitor both channels returning from the transmitters. This reveals when achannel goes dead somewhere in the transmission chain.

rUser

Report
These meters also switch to the cue bus
when any module is dropped into cue,
offering an easy way to check source
levels off the air without sliding up apot
or going into audition.
The solo bus also drives the auxiliary
meter, but we have never used the solo
provisions on these boards. The one
comment most heard from the air staff
was that of the futility of the solo system
and its controls.
The talkback module can be used for
asuperbly functional intercom system.
When aremote station calls, the level of
the monitor speakers drops while the intercom voice comes through the stereo
cue speakers. A small electret mic on the
meter panel provides the talkback. Incoming and outgoing speech levels are
adjustable from the top panel.
The optional test oscillator produces
15 frequencies between 30 Hz and 20
kHz, and drives any of the three stereo
output busses. A 30 Hz "slate" tone is
(continued on page 25)
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Medalist Earns Name
by Sam Garfield, Grp Dir Eng
Beasley Brcdcst Grp
Goldsboro NC ... The Beasley Broadcast Group has upgraded eight studio
facilities at six of its affiliates in the last
year. Of the eight, seven have been
Medalist consoles from Harris Corporation. This includes WVSR-FM, Charleston, WV; WYAV-FM, Myrtle Beach,
SC; WBLX-FM, Mobile, AL; WKMLFM, Fayetteville, NC and WRNS-FM,
Kinston, NC.
In selecting aconsole, several considerations of features, performance and
price were reviewed. The Harris Medalist
met our objectives.
Installation went smoothly. The documentation provided was accurate, and
backup support from the factory was
available 24 hours a day for any unanswered questions. Also provided with
the console was a " punch down tool,"
Phillips screwdriver for module installation, wire retaining caps, and function
labels to affix to the input selectors.
The metal chassis is punched very adequately to allow clean wiring and easy
access to all the attachment terminals,
whether on output or various inputs.
Audio cable connections and remote

LPB

functions are located just underneath the
channel module and are made with a
unique " Barrel slot." Using the punch
down tool, we have had no poor or intermittent connections. This makes installation fairly easy and removal to
change location rather fast work.
Ergonomic features
Provided on the Gold Medalist is a
start-stop remote panel that is comfortably padded, allowing the operator to
rest his hands while waiting to start the
next event.

rUser

Report
The start and stop functions are routed
to any of the three channel assignments
selected per module. Functions of the remote panel include pulse or continuous
(internal selectable) start/stop signal to
the equipment, pass or mute audio, and
areset pulse for the countdown timer.
Performance characteristics
On the Gold Medalist console is a
three-section source select switch provided on each channel, allowing up to

36 line level inputs. Position 1 of any
channel is easily converted to microphone level with the addition of the preamp, which mounts inside the console
chassis.
A total of 12 microphone preamps can
be installed. Connecting terminals are
available on the microphone preamp
board for insertion of a "microphone
processor." We have used the UREI LA-4
limiter at this point with great success.
The inputs to each channel are active
balanced and may be assigned to either
program or audition output bus or both.
The channel modules are available with
either linear or rotary faders. The faders
lay on agentle slope for ease of use.
A cue button is provided on all modules for fast switching to the cue bus, regardless of fader position. The cue amplifier and its 5" speaker are built into the

SYSTEMS, INC

• 2 Models- 8, and 10 mixer dual stereo • Transformer or Active Balanced Inputs
and Outputs • 3Inputs per Mixer • Two 4-Input Auxiliary Input Selectors • Pre-fader
Pushbutton Cue • LED Status Indicators • Momentary or Continuous Remote Control contacts • Full Metering Capability • Gain Selectable Microphone
Preamps • Programmable Muting Logic

---,
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(continued on page 29)

We Can Provide Consoles for All Occasions
aarrakis 500SC AUDIO CONSOLE

Citation
Series

UBL

console and provide surprisingly reasonable sound.
The input gain to each selectable channel input can be easily set by changing
the input pad resistors (2). A chart is provided so that gain selection is made without trial and error. We have interfaced
anything from an Otani reel-to-reel with
a + 4VU output to a Sony consumertype digital compact disc player.
We have never needed to use amatching device to feed the console. A mono
sum output is provided with an operator
selector switch for picking up either program or the audition channel.
The power supply is separate and designed for rack mounting. Monitor muting is also contained in this power supply module, thus eliminating having to
route high level audio back into the in-

UREI
ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS

%gee

1- -46 411 """ •
".

• 8CHANNELS
• SOLID OAKEN PANELS AND
ARM REST
• NE5532 INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS
• REMOTE START
STANDARD
• MONO MIX DOWN
STANDARD
• VCA LEVEL CONTROLS—
STEREO TRACKING TO WITHIN 1dB
• DC CONTROLLED AUDIO— NO AUDIO
ON POTS OR SWITCHES

1650 and 1680
BROADCAST
CONSOLES

SYSTEM 20

• Competitively priced
• Six all- new on-air boards
• Built-in cueing loudspeaker
• Choice of 5-mixer or 8- mixer units
• + 24 dBm output into 600-ohm load
• Better than 90 dB signal to noise ratio
Built-in monitor, headphone and cue amplifiers
• Choice of Penny and Giles, Shallco or conductive
plastic attenuators

e

For system configuration and pricing call:

System 20 has options that enable you to virtually design your own audio
console, for on-air use or production. Three plug-in mixers are available:
Type A has in/out selectors, 7-frequency graphic equalizer, low-cut filter,
stereo/mono mode switch and pan pot; Type B has in/out selectors,
stereo/mono mode switch and pan pot; Type C has in/out selectors only.
Each mixer has atransformer balanced mic input and adifferential balanced
line level input.

800-227-1093

NORTHEAST BROADCAST LAB, INC.

Circle Reader Service 41 on Page 33

(
NY call 518-793-2181)
P.O. Box 1176 South Glen Falls, New York 12801
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MIS Finds BMX411 A Good Risk
(continued from page 23)
keyed by aseparate button.
The mic modules each select between
two inputs. This works well for us; some
ol our air staff prefer the Sennheiser
MD-421 and others like the ElectroVoice
RE-20. We have one of each mounted on
either side of the console, and two screwdriver-adjust trimpots allow us to balance their gains. A switchable pan pot
provides special stereo effects, if desired.
The line input modules also have two
trimpots, but these balance the left and
rght channels for both A and B inputs.
These modules also have the switched
pan pot, as well as aStereo, Left, Right,
and L + R selector.
Each input module has three push-on,
push-off switches to selectively feed the
Program, Audition, or Utility stereo
busses. They all also have cue and solo
capabilities. Both the mic and line level
modules are available with extra "send"
outputs for special effects.
On the BMX- 14, only the program
channels have dedicated meters. The
audition and utility channels may be
wired and switched into asecond set of
auxiliary meters.
On the BMX-18, program and audition have dedicated indicators, and a
third set covers the utility and auxiliary
functions. The ability to feed more than
one bus allows some interesting mixminus configurations.
The signal paths are broken and
looped through rear panel Molex connectors just before the sliding faders, at a
nominal level of — 10 dBm. This is a
good location and level for compressors,
equalizers and effects.
The Control Room Monitor module
selects the monitor source and sets headphone, monitor, cue and talkback levels.
A push-on/push-off button allows dropping the headphones across cue when being used.
Additional modules provide for extra
studios, announce booths, echo send and
return, monaural output, and telco mixing, if desired.
The optional Digiclock uses highly
visible gas-discharge displays. Setting the
time involves touching asmall magnetic
wand to just the right point on the front
of the clock face to trigger one of three
magnetic sensors. These serve to either
advance the time, or to stop the clock
altogether. The procedure involves determination and patience.
Unfortunately, the clocks use an internal crystal as atime base, and its natural
drift implies biweekly resetting. If a60
Hz power reference were substituted,
better longterm accuracy would result.
The Digitimer uses the same gas displays, and is reset either by starting an
input module or by a separate control
panel. It has arear-panel defeatable 1/10
second digit, which we elected to disable
because of the confusion provoked by
the flickering figures.
The remote control scheme designed
into the board includes the ability to start
and stop any source from the control

module. Pacific will supply interfaces to
connect with virtually any audio source.
Pressing Start on a tape module will
switch the audio on and start the machine. Tapping Stop kills the audio and
halts the machine.
However, as wired and shipped, pressing the tape deck's local stop button turns
the module and its audio off, and it must
be restored with the start switch on the
console, which, of course, restarts the
tape deck. This little quirk makes it rather inconvenient to edit a tape using
anything besides the cue bus, which, although stereo, restricts you to the quality of the cue speakers.
As a result, we've defeated this portion of the console logic. Stopping one
of our tape decks locally now leaves the
console audio switched on until pushed
off at the module.
Audio circuitry is built using prevailing high quality opamps. The line output modules have individual channel
gain trim, an output impedance of 40
ohms, and are rated at + 24 dBm output. Jensen JE123 transformers may be
fitted, if desired.
Audio performance is state-of-the-art,
requiring precise care with respect to
grounding and interconnections to take
full advantage of the audio capabilities.
Control functions use common CMOS
logic, with small relays doing most of the
audio switching. On-the-air light outputs
supply 12 V at 150 mA to drive conventional or solid-state relays, while cutout
signals are open collectors to ground.
The modules use double-sided glass
PC boards, and component replacement
is simple and straightforward. A special
tool is supplied to help extract lens caps,
and Ifind apiece of flexible tubing used
as a "Chinese finger torture" device helps
pull the lamps out.
Audio, control, and power connections appear as Molex connections on the
rear panel. Some of these are difficult to
reach once the consoles are installed in
a table.
The external power supply provides
±22 V for the audio chips, 12 V for logic
and 48 V for phantom mic power. Pacific
thoughtfully provided voltage test points
on the 7" X19" rack panel. Operating
switches are recessed to avoid accidental embarrassment, and dual redundant
supplies are an option.
Although the supply is heavy and well
built, if the line voltage drops below
about 111 V, the circuit falls out of regulation, causing an increase in system
noise level.
Staff reactions
Operationally, the staff seems very
satisfied with the BMX-IIIs. When asked what their favorite and most aggravating features were, the positive
responses included the open layout, the
fact that it was hard to make amistake
using the board, and the way the intercom worked. The few negatives commonly included the solo bus and the fact
that accidental operation of it can cause

the headphones to go dead.
From a maintenance viewpoint, we
have had the usual number of dead and
noisy ICs. Audio chip problems seem to
outnumber logic chip problems about
3:1. The chips are socketed and easy to
replace.
The elaborate instruction manual is
well laid out and concise, with easy-tolocate drawings and part numbers. Circuit descriptions are complete and valuable when tracking down logic or audio
problems.
Spare modules and board extenders
are imperative when working on any
modular console, and the extenders Pacific Recorders makes are works of art,
with aluminum frames to provide mechanical support for the modules while
out of the console.
The Schadow-type switches used in
the monitor and remote selector panels
seem to have alimited life. The latches
wear out and they refuse to stay depressed. They may be replaced either
with parts from Pacific Recorders or with

comparable parts from local distributors.
The Penny & Giles slide pots get noisy
and require occasional cleaning. This is
easily done by disassembling the sliders,
rinsing them under clean water, drying
with aQ-tip, and reassembling them.
In short, your state of satisfaction with
the BMX-III depends on what you are replacing. If you're moving up, you'll be
amazed at the audio quality and operational ease of the board. If you graduated
from one of the old boat anchors built
around Capitol key switches and Daven
step attenuators that never seem to get
dirty, you'll appreciate the fine sound,
but will wonder why you spend so much
time at the sink cleaning slide pots.
But if you've replaced any of the true
state-of-the-art consoles built in the last
few years, you'll certainly accept the
BMX-III as one of them— agood console
doing the job for which it was intended.
Editor's note: Call Jack Williams at
PR&E at 619-438-3911. The author can
be reached at 213-462-6211.

Customized Consoles
Prove ADM Reliable
by Mike Schwartz, Eng Mgr
WMC-AM/FM/TV
Robert Benjamin, Eng. Asst.
WMC-AM/FM
Memphis TN ... After many years of
service from our old consoles in our AM
and FM facilities, and with the growth
of our stations, it became obvious that
we needed new studios. A new wing was
added to our building for FM, and the
AM was gutted and expanded.
We investigated many major brands of
consoles for our project, finally settling
on the ADM ST series of consoles.
One of the main reasons for selecting
ADM was its willingness to customize to
our specific application; all we had to do
was supply them with our visions of
what the consoles should do.
AM production first
The first console to be delivered and
installed was atwo-track/four-track production version for AM. It has two
stereo output busses that ADM supplied
as four channels with individual faders.
The faders use aspiral which drives apot
connected to aVCA for smooth operation, minimum failure and no noise. This
is ADM's Slidex attenuator.
The console also includes astereo auxiliary bus, intercoms to six studios,
preselects for two of the input modules,
an internal cue speaker, two monitor
modules, internal timer and clock, inboard processors, and other features.
These features allowed aminimum of external equipment, with all controls within easy reach of the operator, including
aremote control panel for turntables and

tape machines (2 two tracks, 1 four
track, 2 cart machines and a cassette)
that match the console.
We experienced virtually no problems
with this console from the very first time
it was turned on.
AM air console arrives
The next one we received was the AM
air console. This one has two independent stereo busses; no auxiliary bus, pan
or gain controls exposed; redundant
power supplies and a few other minor
differences appropriate to an air console.
Each module is equipped with machine
logic such that— with an interface we
(continued on page 32)

HELP WANTED
FIELD ENGINEERS needed immediately - one based in New York City area,
one based in Washington, D.C. area.
3-5 years broadcast engineering experience required with emphasis on FM
transmitters and antennas, propagation,
multipath, subcarriers, and reception.
Must be able to install and maintain
subcarrier equipment at FM stations
and also be able to install FM subcarrier receivers. Additional duties include
some trouble- shooting of both audio
and data satellite downlinks. Periods of
extensive nationwide travel required,
mostly on short notice. Excellent opportunity for a smaller market chief to
move up. Send resume and salary
history to:
Personnel Department
MultiConun Telecommunications Corp.
1755 South Jefferson Davis Highway
Suite 1103
Arlington, VA 22202
E.O.E.
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U11-2 Amp Performs
by Bill Sacks, Pres
Straight Wire Audio
Arlington VA ... Before starting Straight
Wire Audio ( SWA), Imade my living as
aCE and as an audio consultant.
While rebuilding broadcast audio facilities, Ialways needed auniversal amplifier module that could perform a wide
variety of audio functions. Ideally, I
wanted to be able to go into afacility and
bring astation's old audio console and
peripheral equipment up to modern specs
in as short a time as possible.
The challenge was to produce agoodsounding universal amplifier module that
could be used interchangeably at any
audio signal level from mic to line or load
impedance from 10 ohms and up, balanced or unbalanced, throughout a
broadcast plant.
High RF immunity was amust. One
card had to be applicable as amic preamp, aline amp, aDA, an active summing amp, a cue speaker amp or a
matchbox wraparound for high Z equipment. Long-term reliability was also a
primary design criteria.
UA2amplifier
The result was the UA2, which became the standard audio amp in many
top-notch facilities worldwide. Based on

the concept of atruly universal amplifier
card, the UA2has gone through three
generations in eight years. The original
model cards (UA1s) are still operating
in major broadcast facilities at original
spec.
The UA2's high performance opamp
topography provides typical distortion
figures of 0.0015% and solid RF immunity. A typical noise figure for aUA2
operating as adistribution amp exceeds
—90 dB.
A UA2configured as aline/distribution amp is state-of-the-art, with one of
the most powerful output stages that
you'll find in any DA. The output stage
has eight balanced 600 ohm feeds on each
card and can comfortably feed over 60
600-ohm loads paralleled across its 9th
high-power, low-Z output with more
than 20 dB of headroom.
The characteristics of the UA2 are
usually determined by the mating edge
connector's wiring. The unit can be a
high gain mic/program line amp, and its
unbalanced interface matchbox configuration has adistribution amp output. Active isolated summing amp applications
of the UA2 can have balanced or unbalanced summing point inputs.
Among the hundreds of applications,
the same card also can serve as a cue
speaker amp. I'll be happy to spend time

When quality talks,
everybody
Interfaces unbalanced equipment to your
system without transformers and doubles as a
listens.
distribution amp.
Fully independent input and output stages on
asingle card provide both 90 dB of input
CMRR and 8isolated 600 OHM differential
outputs for your high Z unbalanced units.
Edge connector program enables one card to
be used for virtually all functions in your plant:
•
•
•
•

Iby 8DA
Line amp
Mike preamp
Active input and
output transformer

• Program amp
• Cue amp
• Headphone amp
• Processing interface
card

awo

HCFP Horizontal Card Frame

with you on the phone to work out any
specific applications you may have for
your facility.
Two independent stages
The basic UA2card is two independent amp stages: abalanced input stage
and abalanced output stage. Each stage
has its own independently adjustable
conductive plastic gain control pot.
These pots are made to SWA specifications, and are environmentally sealed
with Cramolin liquid inside. Among the
thousands in the field, we have not had
anoisy pot during the past six years.
Either or both of the on-board conductive plastic gain controls can be fully
disabled if you desire. The stage's gain
can then be controlled by aresistor on
the mating edge connector. You can optionally set the minimum gain with the
outboard resistor, which can be used in
tandem with the on-board gain control
now functioning as a trimmer.
The input stage is aprecision balanced
low-noise instrumentation amp that is
balanced to ground or any other reference point.
The UA2also has apair of balanced
low Z active input summing point inputs.
The output of this first stage can easily
drive a10 ohm unbalanced load. The input stage can be ordered independently
on aUA2card without the output stage
components ( as aUA . 5 IN).
The output stage has two inputs: a
high impedance, noninverting unbal-

UA2 Universal Amplifier

anced input, and alow impedance active
summing point input. There are eight 600
ohm balanced outputs ( which are backfeed-isolated from each other by more
than 80 dB) and a ninth output which
can drive abalanced 10 ohm load. The
output stage can be ordered independently as a UA .
5 OUT.
Line/mic/DA applications
Balanced line/mic/DA applications
connect the stages together via ajumper
or coupling capacitor that is mounted on
the card's mating edge connector.
I have worked with hundreds of
broadcast engineers to help them develop
specific UA2installation procedures for
a variety of broadcast consoles and
peripheral equipment.
Most older consoles can be fitted with
new high-performance guts in a few
hours. The specifications of the rebuilt
console are superior to most new consoles and at a fraction of the cost.
The entire UA series of amplifiers are
available in rack-mounted units, as individual cards and as easy-to-assemble
card kits.
SWA has developed awide range of
mounting options— from single card
holders to a variety of rack mount,
modular, connectorized enclosures—
with and without power supplies.
Editor's note: For further information,
contact the author at Straight Wire
Audio: 703-522-7780 or 800-368-2081.

• 100 kHz composite distribution amp
SPECIFICAlioNs

_44

Excellent audio square wave response
Low TIM design
0.001% THD at 1 kHz ( typical)
1 Hz to 100 kHz + 0 —3 dB
QUALITY

AS- 101

CONSTRUCTION

• Double sided, plated
through, PC board
with solder mask
and dual sided silk
screen.
• Gold plated edge
connector and IC sockets
• True ground plane design
• Custom made conductive plastic
gain controls on each stage

Program Switcher

STRAIGHT WIRE
AUDIO, INC.
2611 WILSON BLVD.
ARLINGTON,VA. 22201
(703) 522-7780
(800) 368-2081

Circle Reader Service 30 on Page 33

Simple Solution To Program
Switching Problems

• Instant or overlap switching.
• Front panel accessible
level controls.
• Optional remote control.
• Illuminated and legendable
control buttons.

CONEXMET211111

• Plug-in screw- clamp
terminal blocks.
• Optional tape deck start.
• Optional RS- 232/422
interface.

(206) 734-4323

1602 Carolina St, P.O. Box 1342, Bellingham, Washington 98227
Circle Reader Service 3 on Page 33
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UREI Withstands Student Abuse
by Bruce Browning, Tech. Dir.
Brown Institute, Brdcst. Div.
Minneapolis MN ... Brown Institute
has taught the fundamentals of broadcasting to thousands of students for more
than 40 years.
Now, as a division of the National
Education Center, which operates more
than 40 private trade/technical schools
across the nation, Brown Institute is expanding and upgrading its facilities in
Minneapolis. The first part of the expansion was construction of anew $7.5 million building to house our broadcast, industrial electronics and diversified business administration training facilities.
The training we offer in our certificate
program and the technical facilities we
provide are intended to give our students
the kind of hands-on experience they

preamp Model 1101, which is designed
to take DC power from the console,
therefore reducing the cost of the preamp
and reducing the possibility that hum
field from the preamp might get coupled
into the very sensitive turntable wiring.
We bought 35 of them.
One further aid in selecting these parti-

cular consoles, and which Ihighly recommend, was getting acopy of the instruction manual. A new console has
aspects that are both familiar and unknown. The familiar part you see in the
picture in the data sheet. The unknown
lurks deep inside where it may be waiting
to trap the unwary buyer. A look

through the manual may well trigger
questions that should be asked before
you buy. With more than 70 pages, the
manual for the UREI consoles told me
many things that the spec sheet didn't.
I was initially impressed with the
clean, straightforward layout of the UREI
(continued on page 33)
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need to gain an entry-level position in the
broadcast industry. Therefore, the equipment in our 15 "on-air" studios is very
much the same as that found at most stations ( we have, in addition, five multitrack production studios and six devoted
to voice work and production of audition tapes).
Upon moving to the new facilities, we
had the opportunity to flush-out some
15- to 20-year-old outdated equipment
with newer types that would more accurately reflect the actual equipment now
in use in the industry.
Meeting our needs
After looking at alot of spec sheets,
Icame to the conclusion that the basic
electrical specs on most consoles these
days are pretty similar, and that buying
aconsole that didn't have decent SNR,
distortion, frequency response, etc.,
might even be ahard thing to do. That
says a lot for the technology!
Most of my concern, therefore, was
with the quality of construction, the ease
of maintenance and overall reliability in
a facility such as ours.
My concerns were not only as the initial decision-maker, but also as installer
and ultimately as maintenance technician.
Iwas looking for a relatively bulletproof console. With first-time operators,
fancy knobs and lights are of no benefit.
We need equipment that will stand up to
misuse and even outright abuse.
After talking with our local dealer,
AVC Systems, and several local broadcasters whose opinions Ivalue, Ibought
nine UREI Model 1683 eight-mixer consoles using Penny & Giles straight-line
faders, and six UREI Model 1682 eightmixer consoles using Shallco attenuators.
Each console was outfitted with an optional mono summing amplifier and, instead of one mic preamp per board, we
got four.
UREI also has an optional turntable

THE DESIGN WILL I
NSPIRE You.
THE NAME WILL I
MPRESS You.
THE PRICE WILL CONSOLE You.
UREI has some consoling news for stations with ideas that are
bigger than their budgets: our superior line of broadcast consoles put abetter on-air board within your reach.
All nine of our 5, 8or 12 mixer consoles offer the design and
performance features your on-air staff and engineers are after.
At aprice general managers only dreamed of before.
Working jocks and announcers helped us lay out acontrol
panel that puts you instantly at ease. Phone jacks are logically
placed. Recessed push buttons and gold-contact rocker
switches operate surely, quietly. Cueing and monitoring are
simple, yet versatile. Plus, you choose the attenuators—Penny
and Giles aders, Shallco or conductive plastic pots.
We consulted station engineers to bring you consoles that
perform reliably, adapt easily and install quickly, without special tools or accessories. Hinged panels allow fast access to
plug-in ca-ds and circuitry. And no other consoles in this class
can deliver greater head room, lower noise or less distortion.
Built-in lexibility plus optional accessories such as our copy
stand and turntable preamp mean any UREI console can adapt
to your station's special on-air needs. Standard features include
monitor, cue, headphone amp and cue speaker. Reliability is
built-in too. Because UREI has been researching and advancing
broadcast products for over 25 years.
UREI Broadcast Consoles. Why make do with less when you
can afford to move up to more? Learn more about our 1650,
1680 and 1690 Series by contacting your UREI dealer today.

IBL Prolesslonal
8500 Balboa Boulevard
Northridge. CA 9112"

Circle Reader Service 44 on Page 33
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Air 7/Pro 7 Gives Sound Results
by Sam Caputa, CE
KEZK/WRTH Radio
St. Louis MO . . . Nearly unlimited versatility, excellent performance, and
sound, reliable layout and construction
typify the Air 7/Pro 7 series of audio
mixing consoles made by Harrison Sys-

tems of Nashville, TN.
Additional features, such as the selection and format of the various modules,
accessories and metering ( combined with
the ability to put meters almost anywhere on the console) made the Air
7/Pro 7series the favorable choice for all
of our needs.

A full-featured, professional quality,
modular console system, it was developed for broadcast on-air or production
use where the complexity and price of a
fully equipped studio production console
is not practical.
The frame, meter bridge and motherboard for the Air 7and Pro 7console

Introducing the new Harrison AIR- 7
AIR- 7is better. Simply because no other console combines better sound with reliability
and value. The AIR- 7features recording
studio quality electronics- the sanie
kind of quality that goes into Harrison
recording, television, and film postproduction consoles.
We know you need aconsole you can rely
on. One that delivers better sound, is
consistent and at fPrdable too. That's why
Harrison has developed the AIR- 7broadcast
console. Harrison's trademark of built-in reli-

ability insures long-term performance. The
AIR- 7design includes unique audition
switch logic, the key to easy, error- free
operation.
Only Harrison could produce this
operationally- superior console. At Harrison
Systems, we concentrate on doing one thing
-.
building better consoles. And the AIR- 7is
just that- abetter broadcast console. We
think you'll find AIR- 7is what
you're looking for. Call or write us
for more information.

AIR-7 stereo on-air
and production console

Harnson
STILL NO COMPROMISE

Harrison Systems, Inc., PO. Bo\ 22964, Nashville, TN 37211, 615 834-1184, Telex 555133
Circle Reader Service 10 on Page 33

configurations are virtually identical.
The difference lies in the types of modules and some of the accessories. All
types of modules and mainframes are interchangeable, which is quite valuable if
you are considering installing both types
of these consoles in your facility.
The mainframes mount in aconsole or
tabletop cutout. They are 24" deep and
require 8.5" clearance behind the back of
the board to allow the meter bridge—
revealing all input, output and control
logic connections to and from the console— to swing back.
Ifind this to be an optimum location
for the console interconnections; during
installation, it is always easier to make
connections while looking down at the
terminals from asitting or standing position. This location also allows you to
make on-air changes with aminimum of
interruption to the announcer.
The mainframe sizes include 16, 20, 28
and 32 slots across with each slot being
approximately 1.7" wide. The frame extends only 4.5" below the countertop, allowing maximum legroom. Ihave found
the most popular frame size for broadcast studios to be the 28 slot size, with
a width slightly over 48".

rUser

Report
No matter how you choose to configure the console, you will need atotal of
8 slots for the master and monitor
modules and the accessory tray and
modules. With the 28 slot size, this allows you amaximum of 20 input modules, which is more than adequate for the
majority of broadcast applications.
The hinged meter bridge is made up
of 6" x6" Lexan panels ( there are 7across
on the 28 slot size), each able to house
a cluster of 4 moving coil meters, 4
36-segment LED bar meters or one of
two selectable clock/timer modules. All
modules for the console are one piece per
channel, and are held in by one thumbscrew at the top and one bottom Phillips
screw.
Each module has asmall handle at the
top to ease insertion and removal ( no
puller is required). A unique card guide
system is used to align the modules and
keep the PCB boards from touching each
other.
The console uses a separate power
supply with plenty of reserve capability.
The standard variety of input modules
are available, along with aremote input
module that has an 8-input button selector right on the module that gives priority to the last button pressed, instead of
using mechanical latching. Gain control
of the input modules is done with voltage
controlled amplifiers controlled by Penny & Giles 3000 series faders which are
completely shielded from PPA (paperclip
and Pepsi attack!).
A unique feature of the input modules
is called "APL/Audition." When the
APL/AUD button is pressed, the input
source for that module is placed in the
stereo monitor bus, with its volume controlled by the input fader. This allows
(continued on page 32)
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Studer Offers Multiple Options
by Bruce Borgerson, Dir of PR
Studer Revox America
Nashville TN ... Modular design, a
wide range of options, and field programmable switching functions make the
Studer 970 adaptable to awide range of
on-air/continuity and production uses.
With such flexibility, you might call the
970 aconsole with "multiple personalities."
To enhance operating flexibility, the
970 offers three large, backlit control buttons on each input module. Linked to an

internal logic-controlled switching network, these buttons may be assigned to
several functions, including channel
on/off, pre-fader listen ( PFL), after-pan
listen ( APL), audition and on-air. Each
switching function may be linked with an
appropriate machine control or status
signal.
The 970 design, based on a popular
on-air frame format, can be configured
in several standard versions. Each base
frame accommodates nine 40mm wide
modules. Three or four base frames, including one for ascript/producer area,

are normally combined to make up a
complete console.
In terms of ruggedness and audio
quality, the 970 falls in the "no compromise" category. Construction standards match those for Studer recorders,
and the low noise and distortion prepare
the 970 for the all-digital music sources
of the future. Solid-state switching is used
in critical audio paths, and insert points
are electronically balanced.
The 970 accepts any combination of
mono or stereo input modules. Mono inputs feature a proprietary microphone

Harris Medalist Lives Up to Its Name
(continued from page 24)
side of the console. Muting and warning
light assignment is possible for three different locations.
There are separate headphone and
monitoring selectors, each having asix
position source selector and level control.
The output of the monitoring selector
supplies a signal to an external power
amplifier of your choice. The headphone
amplifier, however, is built in and provides sufficient power to most
headphones.
The output amplifiers are active balanced. All three outputs (program, audition or mono) use the same card and are
interchangeable in acrisis situation. Illuminated VU metering is provided for
all five output channels. The VU metering is driven by aseparate bridging opamp, thus providing isolation to the output audio.
A 12-hour clock and acount-down/up

timer that resets to zero is optionally
available and mounts to the front of the
console for easy operator viewing.

We have yet to experience an initial type
of failure. A console of this type is a
pleasure to install and maintain.

RFI filtering
If you are concerned about RFI, Harris addresses this quite well. All circuit
designs include RFI filtering.
Some additional niceties include spring
finger contact for the top-hinged cover
and paint removal for the contacting surface. A stud for attachment of astation
ground is provided.
At one installation ( WVSR-FM), the
'console resides in the same location as
the 25 kW FM transmitter and 1 kW
AM. The tower is virtually just next to
the building. We've had no problems.
In summary, we have found in tests
that the consoles exceed the factory teEt
specifications. The transparency of the
console is excellent. The best part is that
the console works when it is turned or,.

Editor's note: Sam Garfield is group
director of engineering for the Beasley
Broadcast Group. He can be reached at
919-734-8000. For more information on
the Medalist Series, contact Wally
Kabrick at Harris: 217-222-8200.

THE ifçyitek AUDIO ACCESSORY SYSTEM

ene

te doe ee

••••

OM*

Choose From Seven Reliable Audio Amplifier Modules:
• MAS- MON Speaker/
Headphone Amp

• MAS- DA Distribution Amp
• MAS-ADJ Distribution
Amp

• MAS-AGC Automatic Gain
Distribution Amp

• MAK-MKE Dual Microphone
Preamp
• MASLA Line Amp

• MASVGA Remote Gain
Distribution Amp

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-242-7298
201- 530- 8555- NJ AREA
SPECIAL PRICE!
P.O. Box 323
Sea Bright, N.J. 07760

'from console to tower
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Editor's note: For more information,
contact Bruce Borgerson at Studer Revox
America: 615-254-5651.

Play Only Is
Hard Work
Radio automation can be tough
on atape transport. That's why
you should equip your system
with the hard-working Revox PR99
Playback Only.

One more thing: this rugged machine also goes to work for less money.
It has asuggested list price lower than
the primary competition.
If you're looking for aplayback unit
that thrives on hard work, look closely
at the Revox PR99 Playback Only. Call
or write today for more information and
the location of your nearest Revox
Professional Products Dealer.

The PR99 is Swiss-engineered and
German-built to perform smoothly and
reliably. Hour after hour. Day after day.
Year in and year out.
Revox reliability is no accident. It is
based on a solid die-cast chassis,
heavy-duty reel motors, aservo capstan motor, and contactless switching. In the Studer Revox tradition,
every part is assembled and checked
with meticulous precision.
The PR99 Playback Only also
lie
offers front panel controls for repro
level, EOM stop delay time, and treble EQ for low and high speeds. A
front panel light indicates presence of
EOM signal. Audio, status, and remote signals are carried through a
single multipin connector, so you can
replace playback units in a matter of
It •
minutes. The PR99 Playback Only is
•
1available in 3.75/7.5 or 7.5/15 ips tape • o
speed combinations. .

\

D)
Z'
AD I

HOLZBERG INC.

input circuit, 3-band equalizer section, 2
auxiliary outputs ( pre- or post-fader),
overload LED, external channel mute,
fader start with logic control and master
selection with pan pot. Stereo high level
inputs are available with or without
equalizers.
The 970 master module has three functional sections: the master section,
separate high level input/master selection
and compressor/limiter. The compressor/limiter may be used as aline protector or looped into any input channel.
Other module options for the 970 include studio/auxiliary/talkback and control room monitor with up to nine
sources. Customers may select either VU
or PPM metering with either conventional or bar-graph display.
Studer 970 series consoles should be
available for US delivery in late 1986.
Price for astandard 12-input, dual stereo
output console will be approximately
$25K.

REVox

Studer Revox America
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 254-5651

Circle Reader Service 35 on Page 33
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BE Modifies Its 350
by Tim Bealor, Audio Prod Mgr
Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
Quincy IL ... For several years the 350
Series consoles have been very popular
for awide variety of on-air and production applications. They are known
throughout the industry as one of the
most dependable vertical fader consoles
available at an economical price.
Naturally, there is astrong aversion to
changing aproduct that is already successful, but at Broadcast Electronics we
recognize that technology and the marketplace never stand still. We conducted
acareful design evaluation and decided
that the time was right to modify the
350s to reflect the changing needs of our
customers. The result is the new 350A.
At first glance, the cosmetic changes
are probably the most obvious. A twotone technical white and gray finish has
been added to make the consoles more
attractive. This new finish is protected by
a laminated polycarbonate overlay.
But there are other changes that go far
beyond a new coat of paint.
All 10 vertical attenuators in the 350As
now utilize Penny & Giles precision
faders. The Penny & Giles faders offer
smoother operation and agreater degree
of reliability. Each fader features a detent "drop cue" at the bottom travel of
the control.
Cue mode switching can also be operated through aswitch located just above
each fader. This permits easy input monitoring without disturbing the preset fader
level. If desired, the operator can add the
channel to the output mix by simply
moving the switch to the PGM-AUD
position.

The new 350As also feature separate
audition and program metering. Now the
operator can observe audition and program levels simultaneously without having to manually switch the metering assignments. The stereo 10S350A console
offers a total of four meters ( Audition
Left and Right, Program Left and Right)
while the monaural 10M350A console
has two meters ( mono Audition and
mono Program).
The metering cluster has been placed
in the center of both consoles to facilitate
easier viewing by the operator.
Of course, the 350As still retain many
of the design features that have made
them so popular. For example, the preamplifier modules still offer integral input presets. This allows the user to
designate each input channel for either
low impedance microphone or line level
service.
Mixers 1-8 accept two inputs per mixer. Mixers 9and 10 accept three inputs
each. Input preselection is accomplished
through interlocking pushbutton

switches. The mixer outputs may be fed
separately or simultaneously to the dual
output channels through the 350A's advanced FET switching.
The new 350A consoles also retain full
system monitoring capability with 8W
of full fidelity audio ( headphone output
level equals 1 W maximum). Speaker
muting is normally assigned to Mixers 1
and 2.
However, the user can now modify or
extend the muting capability to other
channels through diode matrixing. Contacts for an external warning light control are included on each muting relay.
Our customers will be pleased to
know that the 350As still feature ex-

cellent performance specifications. Frequency response is rated at + 0, — 1dB
from 30 Hz to 20 kHz. THD and IMD
are maintained at less than 0.05% at
+18 dBm output. The unweighted S/N
is rated at 70 dB or greater below + 18
dBm output.
In the new 350A Series consoles, we've
tried to strike abalance between the need
to incorporate updated features and the
desire to maintain established performance and economy. We feel that we
have succeeded.
Editor's note: Tim Bealor is audio
product manager at Broadcast Electronics. He can be reached at 217-224-9600.

ATI Aims for 'the Improbable'
by Ed Mullin
ATI Technologies, Inc.
Horsham PA ... The statement "The
difficulty of design of agood broadcast
console is inversely proportional to its
projected selling price" would, Isuspect,
receive little argument from most experienced audio design engineers.
Since lower-cost consoles in particular
tend to be used more often in startup

clkinguatd

Broadcast Audio
Consoles

operations, they are called on to provide
do-absolutely-everything flexibility, allyour- egg
— liability,
work-wi t
j RF immunity and haidiy-evei-see-an-engineer
maintainability.
The manufacturer whose console
somehow falls short of these ideals finds
that years hence he has an army of aggravated and vocal users anxious to tell
him and the world where he went wrong,

Performance, Value and
Reliability through
Innovative Technology
•Raised, tactile feel, lighted membrane
switch panel-digitally scanned
•12 stereo inputs plus optional expander
•VGA controls, rotary and linear
Analog and fluorescent meters
•Modular, plug in electronics
•Easy punch block installation
•Effective RF protection

BC8DS
8Mixer
Dual Stereo
°nIY $

2,995

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED
328 Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044 (215)443-0330
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with no quarter given or allowance made
for his console's modest initial cost.
That no manufacturer in their right
mind would want to attempt such adesign is attested to by the scarcity these
days of full function, on-air boards in the
targeted $3K price range of the ATI Vanguard Series consoles. That ATI has attempted the improbable can be attributed
to the seductive lure of arecognized "hole
in the market," the irresistable challenge
of a rigorous design effort and latent
masochistic tendencies.
ATI's Vanguard Series Consoles are
12-input, 8-mixer, dual stereo output,
on-air boards developed by meticulously examining each and every aspect of
the design process to find better, more
reliable and more cost-effective ways to
perform all the traditional console
functions.
Sealed membrane switches
One of the key elements in the economy of the Vanguard Series consoles is
adigitally scanned matrix of 46 hermetically sealed membrane switches integrated
into the panel. They replace all the conventional, expensive, trouble-prone
pushbutton and lever key switches normally used for input selection and mixer
output bus and cue assignment.
Switching is positive, with quiet tactile feedback provided by inverting
stainless steel domes above each switch.
The rated membrane switch life of 5million operations is 10 to 100 times better
than conventional mechanical switches
and corresponds to alifetime of 25 years
operated every 3 minutes, round the
clock.
All panel markings are reverse screened onto the inner protected side of a
(continued on next page)
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ATI Vanguard Meets CE Needs
(continued from previous page)
tough, seamless polycarbonate overlay
that seals and protects all the switches
and covers the entire visible surface.
Clear windows show LED readouts
which display the status of each mixer
and input.
All faders and level controls supply
only variable DC levels for dbxTM voltage-controlled amplifiers in the audio
circuits.
Since the faders do not carry audio,
they cannot generate noise and can be
relatively inexpensive rotary or linear
types which will work perfectly until the
day their elements turn completely to
dust.
The removal of most large switching
components from the panel allows use of
a very simple and compact console
mechanical package, unmatched for accessibility and economy.
Modular for easy maintenance
The restriction of all audio signals
to acompact circuit board package eliminates many potential sources of
crosstalk, hum pickup and RF susceptibility.
Modular electronics for easy maintenance was aprime design requirement.
The four-layer, horizontal, motherdaughter board circuit package has alternate layers of ground plane shielding
sandwiching the audio circuitry and audio busses to form afully modular, easily
tested and repaired, shielded system with
none of the labor intensive and failure
prone hand audio wiring of traditional
consoles.
Gold-on-gold mother-daughter board
connectors allow easy maintenance while
assuring excellent, longterm reliability.
Another major cost saving was achieved
by bringing studio wiring directly to the
edges of the motherboard using solderless, insulation displacement, punchdown-type connectors.
Interchangeable plug-in input modules
feature balanced instrumentation amplifiers for each input feeding current mode,
logic controlled FET switches which are
also used for output bus selection. Dual
muting is provided and each input is separately jumper-plug programmable for
nominal input levels of — 20, — 10 or + 4
dBu for fast and easy installation level
matching. Dual stereo program amplifier
boards also provide dual summed mono
outputs.
A three-input monitor driver board
has muted low level outputs for two external power amplifiers. A three-input
headphone amplifier drives dual phone
jacks. The 6W cue amplifier drives the
cue speaker, which is cleverly hidden behind the solid panel overlay.
A pair of VU meters switched between
PGM1 and PGM2 outputs may be replaced with optional four-channel, twocolor vactium fluorescent displays.
Two mono, transformerless microphone preamps are supplied, wired
through pan-pots to the high level stereo
inputs of mixers 1and 2. The preamps

are unique, high-performance, extremely low-noise instrumentation amplifiers
with completely protected inputs and DC
servo control of operating point for optimum headroom.
A separate power supply module removes lethal AC voltages from the console
llowz mulch more compact audio

package, prevents hum pickup and greatly reduces the possibility of problems
from power- line conducted RF, transients, ground loops and thrashing engineers with their wire strippers welded to
the AC line terminals.
The ATI Vanguard Series Eight Mixer. Dual Stereo Consoles are an excellent

NEW

choice for small- to medium-sized studios
requiring excellent audio performance in
high RF environments.
The designer's direct phone number is
included with every console so that you
can call him any time you want to tell
him how much you like your ATI board.
Editor's note: For more information,
contact Ed Mullin or Sam Wenzel at
ATI/Audio Technologies, Inc: 215-4430330.

R/TV-20 Stereo Audio
Console For Radio & TV

The FVTV-20 joins the team of
popular Autogram on-air and
production consoles. You can't
buy better performance or quality
for the money.
•18 Dedicated pots
•2Pots with 8inputs each
•VCA level control
•Electronic Switching
•Remote control channels

•No audio transformers
•Penny & Giles linear pots
•Easy input level selection
•8patchable mic preamps

•Pluggable terminal strips
•Optional interface card for
live assist or computer
•12 channel version available

LC 10 Mono/Stereo Console
•28 Stereo inputs
•One high level cassette
•Aluminum "Bullet-Proof"
construction
•Functional front panel layout
•Optional "AutoClock"g

AC/IC Mono/Stereo Consoles
Three models offer wide choice
to meet variety of on-air or production requirements.
•AC-6 (pictured) has 23 stereo
inputs; one high level cassette

Autogram Microgram
Flexible, single point control for
all on-air operations.
•5front panel sections
•Handles board functions while
signaling and mixing other prescheduled events
•Computer interface

•AC-8has 26 stereo inputs;
one high level cassette
•IC- 10 has 28 stereo inputs;
one high level cassette
•Optional "AutoCloce® for
all models
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•up to 64 stereo inputs
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Machine control for remotes

You can rely on Autogram quality and performance. For name of your closest dealer, phone: (214) 424-8585
Autogram Corporation • 1500 Capital Avenue • PO Box 456. Plano, Texas 75074 e1986 Autgarn Corp/6243
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Air 7/Pro 7 Gives Sound Results
(continued from page 28)
one to audition the source through the
quality studio monitor speakers without
danger of it being sent to the program
bus accidentally.
All input modules have a stereo,
mono, left, right mode switch ( mono
modules have apan pot).
Output assignment is accomplished in
several ways. Four buttons at the top of
the module assign the input to any or all
of the two stereo and two mono busses.
A knob labeled "Aux Level" sends a
variable feed to aseparate output bus,
and abutton labeled "Clean Feed" sends
the input feed to yet another separate
output bus at apreset level. Both of these
feeds can be either pre- or post-fader.
These auxiliary sends are very useful for
things like phone feeds.
Also included on the input modules is
a "B Input" switch, giving the modules
dual input capability.
If the console is used in aproduction
studio and more features are desired, a
more complex pro version model is available. It includes extensive equalization,
variable input padding, phase reversal,
high and low pass filtering, additional
aux sends and the ability to operate with
a video switcher/editor interface, an
option.
All input modules have selectable
phantom power for condenser microphones and external patching ability for
individual input processing. The lesscomplex air version input modules have
full logic interface ability with any
machines that use common ground control logic. Any source deck can be interfaced; however it may require abuffer
relay or other circuitry. An optional card
is now available that gives separate logic
control outputs for the "BInput" mode.
This is very handy for situations where
there are two remote "startable" sources
on the same module.
The master modules for the Air 7configuration each contain one stereo and
one mono bus. The top of the module
is blank to avoid unauthorized
tampering.
A complex master module, available
for production use, has astereo master

fader and separate knobs to control the
level of auxiliary and mono busses. A
test oscillator signal can also be inserted
onto the various busses.
Monitor modules
There are two monitor modules available: one used for the control room and
the other for monitoring to two studios.
Both modules monitor inputs from all
stereo and mono busses, along with up
to four external inputs.
The control room monitor module has
aheadphone driver with aseparate input selector, two-knob equalizer and
volume control. The studio monitor
module has its own input selector and
separate volume controls for each studio,
and includes amicrophone for sending
line cue messages to the pro version input modules and complex master
modules, when selected.
Stereo group control modules
Stereo group control modules are
available as options. Up to four of these
modules can be used, giving eight intermediate control busses in four stereo
groups. The busses on these modules can
be fader controlled, and can be assigned
to either the master busses, the monitor
busses or as direct outputs.
As with all output busses in either configuration, these stereo group busses can
be fully metered. These group sends are

Auxiliary rack section
An auxiliary rack section of the console takes up four slots. It contains acue
speaker, tone oscillator, cue selector and
level control, tally logic control, and a
clock and time control modules. Also included are blank panels for tape remote
and custom switch panels.
The published specs on the Air 7/Pro
7series are very good and are not much
different from the published specs of any
other high-quality professional mixing
console, but if you base your decision on
specs alone you may be missing the boat.
Contact Harrison Systems or a dealer
you know that sells Harrison consoles
and arrange for ademonstration. Iguarantee it will be well worth your time and
trouble.
Last, but certainly not least, listen to
the console with as good a quality of
source material and monitoring as can be
arranged. Iknow of no written specification of complex audio waveform measurement that can adequately substitute

Editor's note: For more information,
call Sam Caputa at KEZK/WRTH: 314727-2160, or Martin Burnes at Harrison
Systems: 1-800-821-1560.

Consoles From ADM Customized
(continued from page 25)
built— the operator never has to touch a
cart machine once it is loaded. The console and the cart machine keep track of
what the other is doing.
The integration of the station two-way
base via the cue speaker and intercom
system eliminates the need for any twoway equipment in the control room.
FM studios: Astounding results
The FM studios were next. Their consoles are nearly identical to the AM. One
important change we made involved our
desire to rid the entire FM air chain of

THE INTERFACE:
THE MATCHBOX
Direct-coupled for the
ultimate audio performance. . . Perfect for
CD players. That's
why it's the interface
of the industry!
Henry Engineering — ( 818) 355-3656
New Address:

very useful as metered feeds to two-track
recorders, cart recorders, or a standby
on-air feed.
Two of these groups can be used as a
four-track send; all four groups can be
used as an eight-track send, and you still
have two stereo master busses, two
mono busses and two aux busses left to
do whatever you want with.

for acritical listening test. The real difference in audio peformance becomes apparent by listening, not by reading specs,
and the Harrison console's excellent performance is no exception.
To date, Ihave specified and ordered
four Air 7consoles and one Pro 7console, three of which have been installed
in the St. Louis area. The consoles have
been operating very well with aminimum
of problems. Iwas abit concerned with
the 90-day warranty period stated by
Harrison; however Ihave found them to
be very helpful, reasonable and responsive to the problems that have arisen.
As with many newer products, the
documentation was initially weak in
some areas, but during that time Harrison was very helpful over the phone.
There have been many updates sent out
since then and the documentation on the
consoles presently is very good.
Isuggest that if you are in the market
for an audio console, contact Harrison
systems or a Harrison dealer and tell
them to send you aproduct information
sheet and reference manual for an Air 7
or Pro 7 console and arrange for a
demonstration.
Spend some time reading the literature
to familiarize yourself with the operation
and flow of the console. Then go for the
demonstration. You'll find that the console sells itself.

503 Key Vista Drive

Sierra Madre, CA 91024
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audio transformers. Since we are using
ADM DAs, we simply ordered apair of
their differential output modules for the
program channels.
In the console, it was possible to remove the transformers at the output with
no adverse effects. The result was
astounding!
Although the measured specs— such as
response, THD, IMD, and S/N ratio—
did not appreciably change, the perceived sonic quality became radically different, even in the control room monitors
(which still had their transformers).
A few resistors were all it took to configure the inputs for direct operation. Using acart recorder and aphono preamp
with direct ins and outs, and with
Straight Wire Audio cards in our ITC
3Ds, a cart subjectively sounds better
than the same record playing in the control room!
FM production
The last of these consoles installed was
the one for FM production. It was aclone
of its AM counterpart. The only real difference was the addition of atwo track/
four track monitor configuration to ease
abit of four-track sync confusion with
our production people.
It worked so well in FM we had ADM
build us the same system for our AM
console. Because of compatibility, ADM
was able to fabricate the identica; system
and, with their step-by-step instructions,

we installed all the electronics and matching control panels in four hours.
It is important to mention that, in our
consoles, the auxiliary bus is used as a
mix-minus in the air consoles, and an
echo or processor send in the production
versions. Obviously, amix-minus could
be generated with the production versions; instead, we had ADM provide a
mono output module for caller send.
One feature we especially like is the inboard mic processors. We use the equalizer and compressor, available as options. The compressor is an exceptionally smooth sounding, nearly transparent
unit that equals or exceeds anything that
we have heard or tried.
Both of our stations' production sessions go well into the night and of course
our air operations are 24 hours. We have
had no electronic failures to date, and
only rare, if typical, mechanical failures
such as aswitch or monitor control. All
problems have been quickly resolved,
cost free, by phone, even with our threeyear-old AM consoles, because of
ADM's five year warranty.
All in all, we have found our four
ADM ST-160s to be an adaptable workhorse with very few shortcomings and a
near perfect reliability record.
Editor's note: For more information,
contact Murray Shields at ADM: 313524-2100. The authors may be reached
at 901-726-0555.
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UREI Withstands Student Abuse
many consoles, the power transformer
for the UREI boards is contained in a
separate box which is connected to the
console by amulti-conductor cable. This
keeps hum field out of the console. The
third wire safety ground of the AC cord
connects to this box, but does not connect to the console.
The console ground is a1/4-20 bolt
just inside the console and next to one
of the large holes provided for cable entrance. The engineers at UREI realized
that the installer would connect console
ground to the best ground that he could
find, but that this would not always be
conduit ground. In our installations, all
cable shields connect at the console end
only, which is ground central.

(continued from page 27)
consoles. Having both rotary and linear
fader style consoles in the facility allows
our students to become proficient in the
use of either.
Iwas also impressed that Icould get
a quality console with Penny & Giles
slide pots at an affordable price. In addition, Iwas happy to be able to get Shallco rotary attenuators. Both of these units
have good reputations for ruggedness
and reliability.
Although UREI does offer this console
with conductive plastic rotary pots, I've
never seen one of those pots that could
stand the strain of being slammed into
cue constantly by unfamiliar board
operators— remember, when our students first get here, they may never have
even seen abroadcast studio before.

Finetuning installation
After the success with the first studio,
we continued on. Ishould point out that
much of the installation work was done
by students who had never before wired
aconsole. UREI's use of barrier strips for
most connections to the outside world
certainly simplified the job.
Wiring of remote start/stop does require soldering to pads on along, narrow printed circuit board beneath the
channel on/off pushbuttons.
UREI uses DPDT momentary pushbuttons, with one of the poles left free
for customer wiring. Because the actual
channel switching is done by FETs on the
input amplifier cards, there is no problem
with hum fields from the remote control
wiring getting into the audio.
We also remoted the channel on/off
for the three additional studio microphones by paralleling the contacts of the
console on/off switches.
Remote indication of channel on/off
was done by paralleling the console
lamps and using an LED with adropping
resistor. One of my few criticisms of the

Easy installation
The consoles are easy to install and
work on. The use of modular amplifiers
and standard components will allow me
to minimize my parts inventory.
At the time of this writing, we have
finished 6of the 15 studios. The installations have gone smoothly.
The console manual recommends wiring just the monitor speakers and one or
two inputs first, and making a quick
check for RFI, noise or other problems
to avoid the possibility of having to unwire completely to isolate a problem
which may be in the wiring method.
Though agood idea, with 26 studios to
wire, we did not feel that we had time
to spare, so we just wired the first studio
according to plan. Everything worked
fine with no hums, buzzes or RFI!
Grounding design
Ifeel that part of the reason for the
lack of problems had to do with the
grounding system of the console. Unlike
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console is that not enough free pads were
provided to do all of this wiring, so I
found myself wrapping wires around
other wires for strength. All of the logic
wiring was done with 4-conductor telephone cable, which made for avery neat
installation.
Each studio, in addition to the console and the normal complement of
turntables, cart machines, etc., has
three additional announcer positions.
Each position has a microphone and a
panel with a headphone jack, headphone volume control and channel
on/off pushbuttons with LED status indicators. The headphones are powered
by a Tascam headphone D/A. The
input to the D/A is taken from the
output of the console headphone select
switch.
Students, instructors pleased
Reaction to the new consoles has been
universally positive. Both students and
instructors have been pleased with the
clean, easy-to-understand layout of the
controls, as well as the quality of the
sound.
The sound is marvelous! We have
been especially pleased with the large
amount of headroom, which is especial-

ly nice for neophyte operators. Ihave not
been able to get time yet to make specific
performance measurements on the consoles, but based on my listening tests, I
expect no problems.
Problems found during installation included: one sticky meter, one console
that had distortion ( corrected by removing modules, cleaning connectors and reinstalling) and acouple of consoles that
had a wiring error associated with the
mono summing amp which is normally
installed by the customer. UREI found
the problem before Idid, and called to
tell me how to quickly fix it.
Buying 15 consoles from one manufacturer is a pretty stiff commitment, but
given the quality of the boards, the reduced parts inventory cost and the reputation of both UREI and JBL, who market the product, Ifeel we have made a
choice that we will be happy with for
years to come.
Editor's note: For more information,
contact John Eargle or Ron Means at
IBL/UREI: 818-893-8411. Bruce Browning is technical director, Broadcast Division, Brown Institute Campus/National
Education Center. He can be reached at
612-721-2481.

A Low Distortion Oscillator—$ 69 00 !
That's DC-X from Radio Systems.
The DC- OS has four selectable frequencies and a
balanced output at less than .
05% distortion.
Like all DC- X Products, it can stand-alone with its
universal enclosure and power supply (available separately)
or be combined with other DC- X boards to build
inexpensive studio
systems.
Call today for the
whole story on the
DC-X network.
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Perfectionist Gets Nigh Marks
by Randy Schell, Pres/Owner
Schelectronics Tech. Serv.
Houston TX .. To be honest my introduction to the Logitek Perfectionist was
accidental. Ihad originally intended to
purchase adifferent console for the construction of 92ROK in DeRidder, Louisi-

ana, but the manufacturer was unable to
meet our delivery deadline. We searched
for another console that would meet our
feature and price requirements, and
found the Perfectionist.
The Logitek performed as well as the
other console we wanted and turned out
to have agreat many more features. The

Perfectionist has four inputs per mixing
channel instead of three, and an additional external monitor input, elapsed
time and real time clocks, mono monitor
pushbutton, and alight for connection
to amodulation monitor for remote peak
flashing indication. There's even apushbutton to swap the audition and program

Some of the most attractive features
are ones operators never see. The console
is very low profile, so it's easy to design
astudio around. Logitek has accomplished this in part by sinking the console into the desk, but the major reason for its
low profile lies in the way audio and control connections are made to it.
There are not terminal blocks inside
the console. All inputs and outputs have
been prewired to external telephone-type
(continued on next page)

Why Settle for Less?

This increased performance
margin means outstanding
audio reception on SCPC
sub-carrier signals, and digital even in low EIRP areas.
Comtech's leadership in
satellite antenna design is no
accident. They pioneered
the exclusive 3- piece
"splice- strap" parabolic
reflector with a superior sur-

face tolerance unequalled
by mesh or other home-type
antennas. The result is higher
efficiency, optimum sidelobe performance and
increased gain. This is the
extra margin of performance that only a Comtech
Antenna can provide. That's
why literally hundreds of
Comtech 3.8 Meter Antennas are operating today at
radio stations throughout
the U.S.
So why settle for marginal
performance when you can
have a performance margin
today and in tomorrow's 2°
spacing environment.

rUser

Report

Comtech's 3.8 Meter has the Extra
Performance Margin Needed for
Crystal-Clear Audio Reception.

Major network affiliates all
over the country are specifying Comtech's 3.8 Meter
Antenna. The reason is
simple: No other antenna in
its size category can deliver
a gain of 42.9 db at 4GHz.

bus assignment.
With the exception of input selection,
the switching is all done with Hall effect
pushbuttons so you can select the program channel, audition channel, or both.
And you can do it quietly. Of course,
there are remote starts that follow the input select switches. Although the standard configuration is with Penny & Giles
slide faders, the Perfectionist is also
available with P&G rotaries.

Consultants

Allied Broadcast Equipment
distributes Comtech
Antenna systems to the
radio industry nationwide.
Call today for more
information.

R.L. HOOVER
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineer

Seven Locks Road
Potomac MD 20854

317-962-8596

11704

301-983-0054
Member AFCCE

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
635 South E. Street
PO. Box 1487
Richmond, IN 47374

Robert M. Lund
Broadcast Consultants
Auburn, Massachusetts

Applications Field Engineering
617/832-2611

Comtech Antenna Corp.-Taking the lead in Satellite Antenna Systems
RWF ASSOCIATES
Field Engineering
Design, Construction,
Turn- key
PO Box 641
Cape Girardeau MO 63701
(314) 651-4272
Joe L. Bellis

President

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
14 Archer Road
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928
(803) 785-4445
Radio Station KAIR/JOY. Inc.
Tucson, Arizona
3.8 Meter Antenna Installation

Contact: Radio World Newspaper,
e-
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PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041
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Arrakis Systems, Inc.
The Arrakis 2100SC, acompact ( 17"
deep, 30" wide and 7" tall) console, offers 12 channels, 34 balanced inputs,
balanced program and audition outputs
with mono mix down standard, Penny
& Giles slide faders and VCA level controls with stereo tracking within 1dB.
The 12 channels feature 2 inputs per
channel on channels 1through 10, and
7 inputs each on channels 11 and 12.
Two remote select switches bring in an
additional 14 inputs. Cue is accomplished
by a detent on the slide fader while
lighted momentary switches actuate the
program and audition busses. The program and audition busses are monitored
by VU meters.
The only audio switches in the audio
path are reed relays, which produce virtually no audio degradation.
Constructed of heavy, hard aluminum
panels, with sides and armrest made of
solid oak, the 2100SC is made to last.
Front panel switches are Shadow by ITT,
and slide faders are Penny & Giles 3000
Series. Hand wiring is reduced due to
motherboard construction.
The top panel hinges back to provide

easy access to all internal electronics and
wiring.
The channel control PC boards on the
front panel interface the pots and
switches to the DC controlled audio PC
boards. Input and output audio terminal
strips are located across the front of the
console.
The monitor, earphone and cue power
amplifiers are of adiscrete design with
40 W transistors, fused, and current
limited.
The power supply uses two open
frame regulated modules with a10 year
mean time before failure, and a ± 15
volt, 3 amp supply operates the audio
chain while asecond supply operates the
power amps to eliminate crosstalk.
The 2100SC is backed by atwo-year
limited warranty on parts and factory
labor.
For more information, contact
Michael Palmer at Arrakis Systems, Inc.:
303-224-2248.
Howe Audio Productions, Inc.
If you are in the process of trying to
find a modular audio console and expense is an especially important con-

sideration, the Howe Series 9000 is worth
alook.
The Howe Series 9000 is the only
modular audio console without amain
frame, afact which translates into substantial savings to broadcasters. The unit
does give abroadcaster the option, however, to add on channels and features at
alater time.
The consoles are available in sizes
from 8to 22 channels, with 3inputs and
3 outputs per channel, including mixminus. Each channel can be either mic
or line level, and each features TTL digital logic for machine controls, assignable
to each input selection, VCA level control, a built-in cue speaker and headphone amp, and a clock and/or timer
(both are standard in larger units).
Membrane switches and linear faders
resist dust and spillage.
Options include a second clock or
timer, asecond cue speaker, a 10 by 1
routing switcher, and a1into 5distribution amp.
All Series 9000 consoles feature aquality Lexan finish on all metal parts, providing longer wear and resistance to user
abuse. Each is cabineted in solid oak with

Perfectionist Exceeds Expectations
(continued from previous page)
punch blocks that can be mounted up to
6' away.
No more standing up bent over aconsole for hours making audio and control
connections. No more crimping connectors till you have cramps in your arm.
You don't even have to strip the wires.
Why couldn't Ihave had one of these the
last time Idid an all night console change
our

Punch blocks are only one of the features Logitek added to make the Perfectionist easy to install. The board has four
independent microphone preamps with
balanced outputs that appear on the
punch blocks.
Yessir, Mr. Program Director, we can
put in mic compression, equalization,
aural excitation, and any other gadgetization you can think of. Just let me get
rry punch tool and I'll have it in before
your next break.
We can even move your mic from input one to some other input if you like.
In fact, we can connect microphone inputs all over the board. Need atalkback7
No problem. We've got amic preamp to
feed to it.
Output connections to the Perfectionist are versatile, too, with built-in audio
distribution amps for both program and
audition outputs. This proved particulariy useful in the installation Idid. Since
?2ROK is a " Rockin' Hits" affiliate of
Satellite Music Network, all station
operations take place in one room.
The Logitek console is used on the air
whenever abroadcast is done live, but
its primary duty is as aproduction console. So, for us, the distribution amps
came in very handy.
The program channel feeds cartridge
recording equipment, reel recording
equipment, and the " on air" switching
system that selects between the satellite

feed and the console. The audition channel feeds several different pieces of audio
processing and effects equipment which
can be brought back up on the program
channel by themselves or mixed with the
original signal.
It also feeds atelephone voice coupler
for playing spots back to clients. Obviously, all of that would have required
an external distribution amp if the Perfectionist hadn't come with its own.
My assessment of this console would

be incomplete without apat on the back
for the people at Logitek. They managed
to meet a very tight schedule without
sacrificing the quality of their product.
They even included the punch tool. I'm
sure any one of us could ask for more,
but at the moment Ican't think of what
it would be.
Editor's note: For more information
call the author at 713-558-5121 or Scott
Hochberg of Logitek at 713-782-4592.

WeHaveYour
Console!

an oil- and urethane-sealed finish.
All Howe audio consoles carry athree
year, all-inclusive warranty.
For more information, call Jeff
Michaels at Howe Audio Productions,
Inc.: 303-444-4693.
Broadcast Audio Corporation
An inexpensive way to increase the effective size of an audio console is to add
an extender rather than buy alarger console. Properly designed, the extender will
add several mixing positions to the existing audio console, without compromising performance specifications.
Broadcast Audio Corporation's System 6X extender uses the same mixer
modules as other Broadcast Audio consoles and can operate in one of three
modes:
• The extender mixing bus may be
connected to an input of the main console, changing that mixing position to a
submaster. The change enables an operator to turn on several microphones simultaneously by leaving the extender mixers
in the " on" mode.
• The extender can be used as aseparate audio console if it directly feeds a
metered audio processing amplifier.
The System 6X extender is in aseparate enclosure and can be positioned
for best access and minimal use of available space. And, because there are no
meters on the extenders, front panel
space is available for clocks and other
options.
Of course, almost any small console
can be used to feed an input of the main
console to expand its capacity, and may
be a cost-effective method of utilizing
otherwise obsolete equipment.
For more information, contact David
W. Evans at Broadcast Audio Corporation: 916-635-1048.
Expandable

. at any time

the

9000

300
ir premier consoles are detned for simplicity and reliabiliThe 7012 and 7012A consoles
,
ntinue to be today's choice, alwing broadcasters excellent
und quality with efficient VCA.
)ntrol, all at a cost well below
lot others charge for less 12
fannels, 22 inputs, full stereo, with
)ur choice of metering functions.
early an excellent console for
day's broadcast needs.

7512A
This console continues the Howe tradition
of simple- to- operate, reliable products, but
adds features to make the operator's job
even easier. These include: remote control
for machines, aclock and timer, 2talkback
circuits, and much more. Comprehensive
operator control and superior sound quality make the 7512A an exceptional choice.

The latest in the legacy of quality
consoles from Howe, the 9000 is
available from 8 to 22 channels
tailored to your needs. There is no
costly mainframe, but full modular
capability is built in. 3 inputs per
channel, mix- minus on all channels, sealed membrane switches
for channel and machine control,
and unmatched audio performance. These features and more
combine to give the broadcaster
outstanding flexibility.

howe audio productions, inc.

2300 Central Avenue • Suite E • Boulder, CO 80301 ( 303) 444-4693 • For more information ( 800) 525-7520
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Dazzle 'm with technical brilliance.
Everybody's talking about CD's
and digital. It's as if all analog tape
technology and the cart machine
were obsolete. Although CD's are a
terrific new program source, it
should come as no surprise that
carts are still the best way to handle the huge quantity of individual
program elements that comprise a
typical day in radio broadcasting.
What else can play spots,
promos, sound effects, news actualities, ID's and music so easily?
Carts have been around for
thirty years because they're a great
package—easy to handle and store,
easy to record and re-record, easy to
label and identify. Best of all,
they're cued-up from the moment
you put them in the machine.
Try that with a CD, turntable or
reel tape!
The engineer's challenge is not
CD versus the cart, vinyl LP or reel
tape— but improving all broadcast

source and delivery systems. Digital
audio technology is here with exciting potential for the future. For
today's programming needs though,
you can't beat the features and performance of our Tomcat and
Micromax cart machines.
Tomcat and Micromax are
equipped with our Maxtrax'widetrack tape heads which give you
nearly twice the stereo track width.
This track format, coupled with our
superior recording and reproduction
circuitry, maintains the fidelity of

Cart 'em-up
with ribmcat 8%
Micromax:
1985. Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
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master quality sound sources better
than any other cart machine.
A lot of # 1stations depend on
Tomcats. For stations on atighter
budget, our Micromax is the best
choice. Both are built rugged to
last—designed with the best
components money can buy. Both
will make your station sound great
with everything you cart-up, especially CD's.
Give us a call now for all the
technical details on the " Digital Age"
cart machines.

o

The Choice for More
#1Stations,

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, CA 92008
(619) 438-3911
Telex: 181777

